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The purpose of this study was to investigate the micropolitical strategies and

tactics of administrative interns (AIs) during their clinical practice. AIs are assigned to

schools for only one semester and have a limited time to identify and assess special

interest group members in the organization. They immediately must observe and assess

situations and carry out their duties efficiently and effectively. This research highlighted

the socio-political skills that were used by prospective administrators to identify and

assess formal and informal power groups and to assist in ascertaining how these groups

influence school processes and outcomes. The data suggested that once the AIs identified

group membership, they crafted strategies and tactics that allowed them to infiltrate and

influence the group. The data also highlighted the perception of the AIs’ socio-political

influence on constituents at their schools. The AIs’ confidence levels also played a role in

their ability to maneuver through the micropolitical environment. Ultimately, the results

of this study are useful in expanding the existing methodology and contextualization of
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educational administration and can assist those who design leadership-training programs

to increase their capacity to prepare individuals to be well grounded in the micropolitical

processes of schools.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The “micropolitics” of schools is a disparate field. Its conceptual boundaries and
distinctive features await definition. The spectrum of work suggests the terrain is
elusive, at times all-inclusive. By some accounts, any interaction is a political
interaction, every conversation is a caucus, every move is a maneuver that
somehow affects/reflects the “politics” of the site. Clearly, conversations can be
sources of political intelligence, arenas of political negotiation, conduits for
political connections and avenues of political influence. Actions can have political
consequences whether they are meant to or not. (Malen, 1994)

Assistant principals are members of the formal school organization and come into

contact with a variety of constituents with their own social, political, or academic

agendas. Formal organizations are officially sanctioned entities with formal authority that

have their own regulations and evident hierarchical order. Informal organizations are

unofficial groups that exist in the formal organization with their own values, power

relationships, and influence networks. These groups develop spontaneously and ascribe

status among their membership.  They often provide the personal and professional

fulfillment lacking in the formal organization. Informal groups can have a positive and/or

negative impact on the goals, effectiveness, and efficiency of the formal organization

(Weller & Weller, 2002).

As members of the formal power structure assistant principals have the

opportunity to utilize the influence bestowed upon them by virtue of their location in the

upper levels of the organizational hierarchy. This formal authority is an important source

of power and must be used appropriately by the assistant principal to be effective and
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efficient. Pfeffer (1992) submitted that the location in an organization helps in

determining power, but the power of position, and the use of that power, is more than just

formal authority. Thus, the assistant principal must build and maintain a reputation for

being effective and establish the capacity to implement programs. Without these two

capabilities, the power of formal position tends to deteriorate. Blasé and Kirby (2000)

reiterated, “Formal authority is derived from the position held in a bureaucratic

hierarchy” (p. 95). Sergiovanni (2001) concurred, writing, “Leadership is defined, in part,

by its source of authority…that the source of authority for bureaucratic leadership is the

position power of the leader” (p. 61).

Insight into the socio-political location of assistant principals in an organizational

hierarchy begins by focusing on the role incumbents of the organization and the

authority, influence, and relationship among role incumbents. Theoretical development

and research on leadership and management in educational organizations tend to

concentrate on the principal with very little focus on the assistant principal, and

particularly on the political influence of the position. This study focuses on the political

behaviors of novice administrators who are assigned to work in schools where there are

already well-established network of formal and informal power groups.
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Background of the Problem

Improving Leadership Development Through Clinical Experience

The U.S. Department of Labor (2002) has projected that a large portion of

educational administrators will retire by the year 2010. To address this shortfall school

districts are establishing leadership preparation programs in collaboration with local

universities and colleges. By developing and recruiting (often referred to as “growing

their own”) school administrators from the teacher ranks, school districts anticipate better

prepared school leaders, leaders that are attuned to the needs and expectations of the

communities they serve.

The expanding role of preparation programs in educational administration has

resulted in new strategies and greater expectations for the training of aspiring

administrators. For example, Ovando (2000) asserted, “School leader preparation

programs in the new millennium will need to respond to a changing environment—an

environment which will definitely demand a particular principal preparation program” (p.

140). In short, principal preparation programs can improve the management and

leadership skills of aspiring administrators. Moreover, throughout the

leadership/management literature, the significance of identifying special interest groups

and the micropolitical dynamics of the constantly changing school environment has been

well documented (e.g., Iannacone, 1991; Marshall, 1992; Marshall & Scribner, 1991;

Morgan, 1986; Scribner & Layton, 1995; Sergiovanni, 2001).
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Historically, the development of educational administrators in the United States

has been left largely to comprehensive universities. Accordingly, Milstein, Bobroff, and

Restine (1991) concluded,

During the first half of the twentieth century this responsibility was typically held
by retired administrators who joined colleges of education and shared their
experiences with novices. Despite the inherent shortcomings in this approach, at
least those entering the field were learning from highly experienced
administrators. (p. 2)

Education reform efforts, though, have had a significant impact on the

administrator training programs provided by the comprehensive universities. The theory

movement of the 1960s and 1970s created a shift in training from retired administrators

to faculty selected on the basis of academic preparation (Milstein et al., 1991, p. 3). The

underlying premise of this new direction provided the framework for theoretical

understanding, at the expense of practical application of this new direction, because many

of the new academicians had little or no experience in Kindergarten to 12th grade (K–12)

schools. The release of A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in

Education, 1983) triggered a reform movement that eventually impacted administrator

preparation programs. For example, Ovando (2000) had the following to say about the

outcome of the reform movement:

Consequently, preparation institutions, namely universities, are in the process of
developing initiatives toward improving the preparation of school leaders. These
institutions are also in search of innovative arrangements which include effective
field-based learning experiences to equip perspective school leaders with the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will enable them to better serve all students.
(p. 141)
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Hence, the connection between theoretical educational leadership framework and

clinical experiences is a recent phenomenon.

The role of clinical experiences for the preparation of school administrators has
been emphasized for more than a decade. The National Commission on
Excellence in Educational Administration (1987) in its report focused attention on
clinical experiences and the importance of connecting this experience with
coursework. (Frank, Seeley, & Crow, 2002, p. 11)

Furthermore, Frank et al. suggested,

Clinical experiences, like other socialization tools, provide the opportunity to
learn three components of work: the technical knowledge and skills of the role,
the adjustment to the work environment, and the internalization of the values of
the role in the larger organizational and environmental context. (p. 12)

Clearly, this research expands the connection between clinical experience and

coursework not only by examining the perspective of the individuals involved in a

leadership training program, but the attention given to onsite skill development, induction

into the work experience, and socialization into the role the trainee will ultimately

assume.

Statement of the Problem

Much of the research on micropolitics and leadership has focused on the

principal’s role (Blasé & Anderson, 1995). Relatively little research can be found on the

assistant principal’s role (Marshall, 1992). No research could be found on the

micropolitical behavior of the administrative interns aspiring to be assistant principals

and ultimately to be principals. To fill this research gap, this study examined the clinical

experiences of administrative interns from a micropolitical perspective. More
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specifically, the problem addressed here concerns the success, even survival, of

administrative interns as they enter into the highly dynamic political environment of the

school organization.

Roles of Administrative Interns

These novice administrators are members of a leadership preparation program that

was established as collaboration between a large urban school district and a major

university. This initiative, which is in its 3rd year, prepares district personnel intent on

becoming school-level administrators. The focus of this principal preparation program is

to expose participants to substantive knowledge, including, theoretical frameworks and

research pertaining to school leadership/management and to provide clinical experience

that offers opportunities for the practical use of research and theory in the clinical setting.

These individuals become part-time administrative interns (AIs) on selected

campuses throughout the school district. The AI will spend one semester on an

elementary campus and one semester on a secondary-level campus performing

administrative duties assigned to them by the campus leadership team. The 2nd year of

the program places the AIs at a third campus for the entire school year. The program is

design to give these AIs real-time clinical experience as site-level leaders/managers at

their respective schools while taking graduate-level coursework in the evenings.

AIs are assigned tasks designed to assist the leadership team in carrying out

school goals and priorities. These tasks generally involve both managerial and leadership

skills. The nature of these tasks requires AIs to interact with a variety of stakeholders.
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Often these stakeholders form subgroups or coalitions of people who share the same

values and beliefs, some of which may contradict the values and beliefs of the campus

leadership team.

Many of these coalitions are formed to protect members’ beliefs, thereby creating

a social status within the organizational hierarchy. The AI must be able to map the

multiple dimensions of power to be able to maneuver through organizational group

dynamics. “As in any polity, actors in schools manage the inherent conflict and make the

distributional decisions through processes that pivot on power exercised in various ways

and in various arenas” (Malen, 1994, p. 148). For the purpose of this study, coalitions and

subgroups will be identified as informal power groups or special interest groups.

The school leadership team must be able to monitor and manage groups and

group dynamics to keep abreast of how well all organizational members are achieving

organizational goals.  Observing group dynamics allows the leadership team adequate

response time to appropriate with any given situation. Daily association with teenagers

and adults, interacting, coexisting, and negotiating power, real or perceived, provides a

front-row seat into the micropolitics of an AI’s school. Iannaccone (1991) described

micropolitics this way: “The term ‘micro’ denotes a school site or school building that

has an organizational character all its own. While similar to decision making in

organizational theory, a politics perspective’s unique focus is on processes for producing

policy from conflict” (p. 446). He went on to explain that the interaction and political

ideologies in social systems of teachers, administrators, and pupils within school

buildings are the essence of micropolitics of education. “The micropolitical perspective
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of school concerns itself with the political processes that furnish some alternative ways of

seeing, interpreting and explaining what goes on in an organization” (p. 465).

John (1992) declared that any organization or relationship with an unequal

balance of power always has conflict. “Although a variety of causes contribute to the

emergence of organizational conflict, most conflict boils down to several basic types or

combinations of these types. These include disputes over, goals, facts, and procedures”

(p. 449). Malen (1994) also pointed out, “By some accounts, any human interaction is a

political interaction, every conversation is a caucus, every move is a maneuver that

somehow affects/reflects the ‘politics’ of the site” (p. 147). The organizational role of AIs

places them at the crossroads of various social and political negotiations. This research

examined exactly how each AI maneuvered through these socio-political interactions.

The brief length of time an AI spends on a school campus is not sufficient to

allow an in-depth identification of groups and their influence on the organization. It was

imperative that the AIs utilize every means at their disposal to get involved in the social

context of the school.

In a typical workday the AIs are involved in situations that deal with students,

teachers, other administrators (on site or central office), and parents. The circumstances

vary but the intent remains the same; these subgroups want to control their own fate. “In

using such notions to think about schools and their micropolitics, it is well to keep in

mind that norms and other social arrangements are not static” (Willower, 1991, p. 442).

The ability to manage established relationships with the constituents of an organization

allows AIs to maintain some degree of control in their environment. As a member of the
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formal power group, the AI is allowed a greater deal of social and professional latitude

during the social transactions with other groups in the school organization.

The AIs’ classroom teacher experiences, no matter how positive or accomplished,

do not prepare them for the micropolitics of school administration. However, their

previous teacher relationships have provided insight into how subgroups communicate

and maneuver through a school’s micropolitical culture. Graduate-level educational

administration coursework only touch on basic theoretical aspects, so an AI’s

“assumptive world” is limited, to say the least. Add gender, age, and culture and an AI’s

assumptive world takes on a distinctive realization. Stepping into a leadership or

management role with only classroom experience challenges a prospective

administrator’s social, cultural, academic, and professional conceptualization of school

leadership (Marshall, 1992).

Leadership preparation programs attempt to expose AIs to a different knowledge

base, one that may assist them in their endeavor and expand their conceptual framework.

This study highlighted methods used by AIs to maneuver through their social, political,

and professional world and to interpret their findings using the existing knowledge base

of educational administration. Much of the theoretical framework in leadership and

management focuses on the principal’s role in school functions. Relatively little research

can be found on the micropolitical aspect of leadership and management from a new AI’s

perspective. Identification of the social hierarchy in a school, which will be called formal

and informal power groups, allows the AI the ability to discern the constituents of a

school and their role in the academic/social/political process of the organization.
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Membership of informal power groups can be fluid, so the intern must be socio-

politically aware of his/her surroundings. It was extremely important for interns to

evaluate situations and assess individuals and groups. The micropolitical processes of

schools are unique, and interns had to pay special attention to group tension and

collaboration. AIs were assigned tasks that placed them in a setting where they had to

interact with individuals who might not acknowledge their status in the formal power

group. The strategies and tactics they used to manage, interact, and coexist with these

groups are requisite to the development as a leader/manager of the AI. Therefore, it was

imperative that AIs have the ability to identify the players and the arena to be an effective

leader in the school.

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this study was to determine the strategies and tactics AIs

use to work effectively with formal and informal power groups within the school setting

during their clinical experiences. Specifically, an attempt was made (a) to ascertain how

AIs identify the membership of formal and informal power groups within the school

setting, (b) to determine what the AIs perceptions are of the relative influence assumed

by formal and informal power group members, and (c) to identify strategies and tactics

AIs use to create and cultivate alliances and networks with formal and informal power

group members.
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Research Questions

1. How do AIs determine the membership of formal and informal power groups

within the school setting?

2. What are the AIs perceptions of their relative influence on formal and informal

group members within the school setting?

3. What strategies and tactics do AIs use to create and cultivate alliances and

networks with formal and informal group members within the school setting?

Definition of Terms

Administrative intern (AI) – students enrolled in a principal preparation program

that is a collaborative, involving a large urban school district and a major university. AIs

are trained in school leadership and administration courses while receiving an

opportunity for clinical experience in schools around a district.

Alliances – personal and professional friendships, mentor relationships, ethnic or

cultural affiliations, and coalitions of organizational members that develop because of a

willingness of those involved to trade support to further their individual and/or collective

ends.

Authority – legitimate power vested in a role incumbent that provides the

individual with the right to give commands, enforce obedience, take action, or make final

decisions.
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Authoritative power – real power stemming from the hierarchical position in an

organization, often related to formal power groups (e. g., administrators, teachers,

students).

Formal power groups – those holding titles that commonly denote recognized

positions of power (e.g., principals, AIs, team leaders, department chairs).

Influence – power assumed by individuals to affect others, seen only in its effects,

and often exercised outside the authority vested in role incumbents of position in the

formal hierarchy.

Informal power groups – two or more persons who form alliances that believe in

similar social, educational, or cultural values and have the same wants, needs and desires.

The power of these groups may be real or perceived; nevertheless, they are present in the

organizational structure of the school, and operate outside the formal hierarchy

Micropolitics – micropolitics is about power and how people use it (Blasé, Blasé,

Anderson, & Dungan, 1995, p. 1). Iannaccone (1991) described micropolitics this way:

“The term ‘micro’ denotes a school site or school building that has an organizational

character all its own” (p. 446).

Networks – a group or system of interconnected or cooperating individuals who

are cultivated as a support system for an individual.

Power – the ability to control others; the two faces of power are authority and

influence, the former denoting formal power and the latter denoting informal power.
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Strategies – goal-directed behavior; a plan formulated to accomplish a goal;

usually implies the use of one or more tactics in solving a problem.

Tactic – Specific techniques one uses to implement strategies.

Significance of the Study

Highlighting AIs’ strategies and tactics in dealing with formal and informal power

groups during clinical experiences increases the knowledge base required in leadership

and management training programs. Expanding the existing methodology and

contextualization of educational administration assists those who design leadership-

training programs to increase their capacity to prepare individuals who are well grounded

in the micropolitical processes within schools.

Because AIs are assigned to schools for only one semester, they have limited time

to become well acquainted with all the people in the organization. They must

immediately observe and assess situations and carry out their duties efficiently and

effectively. This research has the potential to assist the prospective administrator in

identifying and assessing the relative power of groups and to ascertain how these groups

influence school processes and outcomes. Ultimately, armed with this knowledge and the

techniques for acquiring this knowledge, each fledgling administrator, or AI, likely will

become a successful leader and manager. This study should be useful to school districts

and universities that offer leadership-training programs.
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Limitations and Assumptions of the Study

This study was limited to new and first-year AIs who were members of two

cohorts of an administrative leadership academy. No attempt was made to identify the

micropolitical dynamics occurring within the individual schools. Likewise, no attempt

was made to identify the strategies and tactics AIs used to lead and to manage informal

power groups. Moreover, this is a single-shot case study, designed as an exploratory

study. Generalizability is limited only to cases most similar to this one. The assumption

was made that AIs are exposed to meaningful instructional, managerial, and

administrative tasks at their assigned schools. It also was assumed that the principal

legitimized the AI’s role to faculty and staff, positioning them in the formal power

structure of the school.

Organization of the Study

Chapter 2 contains a discussion of the conceptual basis for the study. The chapter

also contains a presentation of the selected research findings pertaining to the socio-

political behavior of AIs and their identification and interaction with formal and informal

groups.

Chapter 3 provides a description of the overall design of the study, the

methodology, the population samples, the selection procedure, the data collection, and

data analysis techniques.
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A presentation and analysis of the data are found in chapter 4. Chapter 5 includes

a discussion and analysis of the case study findings. The summary, conclusions and

implications for the educational administration knowledge base and future research are

also found in the final chapter.
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Chapter 2

Review of Literature

Introduction

An underlying premise of this study is that AIs need to view the school as an

organization that is a socio-political arena where individuals or special interest groups

compete for resources and power. One of several central concepts of politics in

educational organizations has been the role of special interest groups (internal and

external) and their influence on school policies and procedures. Mawhinney (1999), in an

analysis of conventional concepts of school organizations, highlighted Slater and Boyd’s

perception of schools as polities: “Polity specifies the conditions that will ensure that all

humans fulfill their potential as requiring the rule of the many into the interest of the

whole” (p. 159). Slater and Boyd’s (1999) research described the schools as political

communities that are comprised of special interest groups that strive to fulfill their goals

and objectives, often in direct conflict with the overall academic mission of the school.

The challenge to school leadership is to ensure that those special interest groups comply

with the academic standards, values, and beliefs of the entire school community.

The AI’s understanding of the school as a polity is somewhat limited. Exposure to

theory, research, and conceptual knowledge pertaining to organizational politics is rarely

found in the curricula taught in principalship training programs (Iannacone, 1991;

Marshall & Scribner, 1991). Even when pre-service programs do include discussions of

schools as polities, the educational administration knowledge base focuses on the
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leadership role of the principal; very little research has focused on the role of the assistant

principal, and almost none on the political role of the assistant principal (Celikten, 2000;

Hausman, Nebeker, McCreary, & Donaldson, 2001; Marshall, 1992; Weller & Weller

2002). This research reported in this study explores the socio-political realm of assistant

principals/AIs and the role they play in the greater scheme of the school environment.

This chapter introduces an organizational behavior perspective of the social

dynamics of group and the inherent conflict involved when individuals and groups vie for

power within the school setting. The concept of power is central to this study, and the

dimensions of this concept are delineated in this chapter. This chapter, also, contains a

discourse on micropolitical themes involved in school management and leadership.

Attention is also directed toward the micropolitical influencing strategies leaders utilize

to shape group behavior within their schools. Next, the chapter includes the roles, tasks,

and duties of assistant principals and the impact they have on the socio-political

dynamics of school management. Finally, this chapter provides a brief rationale for

creating partnerships between school districts and universities, as a way to strengthen to

knowledge base provided for pre-service administrators, particularly as it relates to the

socio-political knowledge of the fledging administrator (initially the administrative intern

(AI) and ultimately the assistant principal).

Organizational Behavior Perspective

The social dynamics of groups involved in an organization are explored in the

analysis of the theoretical framework of organizational behavior. This framework
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highlights schools as political arenas where groups compete for resources and power

(Blasé, 1999; Blasé & Anderson, 1995; Burns, 1995; Hoyle, 1986; Iannaccone, 1991;

Iannaccone & Lutz, 1977; Johns, 1996; Lindle, 1999; Malen, 1994; Mitchell & Goertz,

1989; Scribner, 1977; Scribner & Layton, 1995; Slater & Boyd, 1999; Willower, 1991).

Organizations are complex systems that are present, formally and informally, in

American institutions. This research dealt specifically with the characterization of

schools as complex, organizational social systems that differentiate themselves through

established norms.

Organizational structures have evolved into very complex entities. Johns (1996)

defined an organization as a social invention that accomplishes common goals through

group effort. He described the characteristics of an organization as a coordinated

presence of people, not necessarily things (p. 5). Ogawa, Crowson, and Goldring (1999)

concurred, writing,

In our century’s second half, significant new understandings of schools as
organizations (for example, their permeability and vulnerability, as well as their
many buffers, resource dependencies and “politics”) arose out of an open
system’s understanding of education’s increasingly complex milieu. (p. 287)

This conceptualization of schools, as social organizations, supports the contextualization

found in the educational administration literature (Hoyle, 1986; Iannaccone & Lutz,

1977; Johns, 1996; Ogawa et al., 1999; Rowan & Miskel, 1999; Staw, 1995; Willower,

1991).

Institutional analyses of schools as organizations provide a contextual knowledge

base for social, cultural, and political norms established in American schools.
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Some early forms of institutional analysis in organizational theory are traced back
to case studies done by Philip Selznick in the 1950s and 1960s. In these case
studies Selznick and others described how organizational structures, goals and
processes developed in response to interlay of interest among external and
internal constituents of the organization and the changing social environments in
which organizations are located. (Rowan & Miskel, 1999, p. 362)

This broad description of the institutional analysis of schools is needed to understand the

implications of the conflict inherent in the actions taken by constituents at the school

level. The people in an organization constantly vie for the attainment or maintenance of

power, resulting in conflict. The subgroups within schools form coalitions; the members

of these subgroups are the students, faculty, parents, and administrators. Each of the

subgroups possesses several levels of power, each with its own boundaries, identities, and

prestige. Clearly, all constituents are in constant competition for the attainment and

retention of power.

The Concept of Power

Power, therefore, is a central element of the analysis of political life within and

around any organization. Power is an elusive concept. To comprehend the complex social

dynamics that emanate from the power struggles engaged in by individuals and groups,

one must first attend to the dimensions and content of power. To further complicate the

matter, the focus of any micropolitical analysis can be called into question. For example,

do we analyze the school, as a whole? Do we focus on the various roles individuals

(students, teachers, parents, administrators, etc.) play within the school and school
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district? Or do we consider these individuals as members of carefully defined groups

within the school organization?

First, let us explore the dimensions and content of power. Clearly, power can be

viewed as an interactive process. For example, Blau (1964) defined power as the ability

of individuals and groups “to impose their will over others despite resistance” by either

withholding or supplying rewards to effect individual and/or group behavior. Likewise,

Kaplan (1964) submitted that power is an individual’s or group’s ability to influence the

behavior of others in predictable ways. The underlying assumption of the relational

approach to power is that the analyst, in this study the AI, must be able to discern the

interactional dynamics of power relationships within the school.

To do this effectively, a distinction must be made between the two faces of power

(Bacharach & Lawler, 1980): authority and influence. Authority refers to the

organizational structure. In the case of schools within a school district, the structure is

comprised of specified roles occupied by administrators and staff at both school and

district levels. Here, power is formalized, vested in the role played by organizational

members. Roles are structured hierarchically among superordinates and subordinates

from the top to the bottom of the organization. Subordinates, who have less power, are

assumed to be obedient to those superordinates above them, who have more power.

Influence, on the other hand, refers to the other face of power that is informal,

flowing vertically and horizontally within the organization. Classical organizational

theorists such as Simon (1957) and Tannenbaun (1974) contended that influence is

intrinsic to whoever has the capacity to arrive at the best possible decision; the expertise
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to offer the best advice; and the innate ability to demand attention, persuade, and make

suggestions that are followed. Individuals and groups that influence usually tend not to

make final decisions. They influence those with authority (authoritative power) to make

the final decision they (the influencers) desire. Again, a key distinction here is that

authority is unidirectional (top–down), and influence is multidirectional (up, down, and

sideways).

Organizational Politics in Schools

Assistant principals, both as individuals and as members of the administrative

team, play a key role in the socio-political process in the school building. They are

expected to create, implement, and maintain social arrangements despite divergent

organizational norms and value systems of the various subgroups involved in the school.

Those AIs aspiring to be assistant principals are expected to take on some of the

responsibilities and assume some of the authority of the assistant principal. Whereas the

former have authoritative power represented in the role, the latter must depend almost

entirely on informal power to fulfill their duties and responsibilities. As indicated earlier,

authority is “official power” or the right to govern others made real by their belief that

those exercising authority have the legitimate right to do so (Blumberg, 1988). This poses

a dilemma for the AIs. Although the assistant principal holds the position of authority the

AI aspires to hold, this does not necessarily mean that the assistant principal always

enjoys real power. Accordingly, the AI never enjoys real power.
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To better understand the role of the AI this study focused on the school

organization as open political systems. Neither the structural nor the systems perspective,

particularly the closed-systems approach, of organizations provides explanations of how

things get done and the ways in which order and direction are created.

As a member of the administrative leadership team in a school building, assistant

principals are involved in the socio-political process by participating in group dynamics,

which create, implement, and maintain social arrangements despite divergent norms and

value systems of the groups involved. The assistant principal position is a position of

formal authority; however, that does not necessarily mean that the person in that capacity

has any real power. Authority is official power, the right to govern others made real by

their belief that those exercising authority have the right to do so (Blumberg, 1988). This

researcher observed the use of “legitimate authority” by recording, classifying, and

categorizing the strategies and tactics used by AIs to identify and influence informal

power groups during their appointment at schools.

The AIs were assigned to schools for a short period of time, one semester. In that

time the formal authority, the principal, must acknowledge and validate the AI as an

authorized stakeholder in the institution; otherwise, the AI is powerless. The

legitimization of the AI position is important to grant the AIs the socio-political status

they require to function. Even with the validation of authority by a member of the formal

power group, the AI may not wield any power because each school has its own complex

social order. This study analyzed how “formal authority” allowed the AIs to function as a
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component of the leadership team and gave them an opportunity to carry out their

administrative duties.

The constituents in a school may see the AI as a transient officeholder who will

leave at the end of the semester. This practice in and of itself may render the AI’s

position powerless unless legitimized by the formal power structure of the school. This

study analyzed the internal constituents of an organization and how they influence change

in their social environment. AIs must be aware of the players in the social drama of

school to keep abreast of the socio-political and organizational dynamics that occur.

The competition for limited resources and ensuing conflict influence group

dynamics. The school leadership team is often the organizational entity that controls the

distribution of resources. If AIs participate in the distribution of resources, they will be

caught up in the socio-political maneuvers of groups vying for those resources.

Micropolitics in Schools

The internal processes of school organizations are a conglomeration of groups and

subgroups, formal and informal, all vying for access and control of power and resources.

The organizational dynamics involved are multifaceted and multilayered, containing a

plethora of social values, goals, and traditions (Bacharach & Lawler, 1980; Black &

English, 1986; Blasé & Anderson, 1995; Burns, 1995; Hoyle, 1986; Iannaccone, 1975;

Marshal & Scribner, 1991). This research examined various micropolitical themes that

assisted in creating a conceptual framework that identifies socio-political behaviors of

members in a school hierarchy.
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Micropolitical Themes

When discussing micropolitics, Marshal and Scribner (1991, p. 348) pointed out

that several concepts, such as power, conflict, coalitions, policy, or their various

derivatives, come into play. Recently, researchers have begun to identify and analyze

organizational politics and its components. An example of this analysis would be the

allocation of resources on a campus, which entails several political maneuvers by the

members of the organization. Who gets what, when, and how creates divisions in an

organization where coalitions and special interest groups jockey for position and

influence.

Marshal and Scribner (1991) described Hoyle’s (1986) conceptualization of

school as a “polity” that distinguished the difference between power, conflict, policy

processes, and the context of what is political in a school. Hoyle went on to identify how

members of an organization (school) have conflicting notions of how the resources

should be distributed and to whom. Clinical experiences provided a setting in the political

process that gave the AI an opportunity to identify and use strategies and tactics in

dealing with what Hoyle called the school polity.

Blasé and Anderson’s (1995) micropolitical perspective is about power and how

people use it to influence others and to protect themselves. It is about conflict and how

people compete with each other to get what they want. It is about cooperating and how

people build support among themselves to achieve their end.
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Blasé and Anderson also identified Burns (1995) as among the first theorists in

public administration to discuss organizations as being political systems. Burns

contended that cooperation and conflicting elements are necessary and that political

coalitions and political obligations were the “exchange currency” of organizational life.

Blasé and Anderson emphasized that the decade of the 1980s had a proliferation of

empirical and theoretical work on micropolitics in education and management. They

stated that most approaches emphasized the strategic use of power in organizations for

the purpose of influence and protection. Blasé and Anderson also discussed Bacharach

and Lawler’s (1980) definition of organizational politics from a management perspective

as “the tactical use of power to retain or obtain control of real or symbolic resources” (p.

2). Those resources are the school administration’s primary source of socio-political

influence and a strategic power base. The AIs had an opportunity to create their own

power base and participate in the socio-political process of the school organization.

Micropolitical Influencing Strategies

As an organizational leader, assistant principals moderate internal dynamics of

subgroups in the institution that are vying for or sharing power, and in some cases

denying power to others. According to Black and English (1986), “If one has power,

others will attempt to influence one’s use of it, and still others will try to curb or take it

away. That’s simply the way it works” (p. 11). The AIs assess situations and make

decisions that affect those that work with them. Some in the organization may not agree
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with those decisions, and conflict may arise. The AIs must be prepared to acknowledge

this, modify their actions, and deal with the conflict.

Blasé and Kirby’s (2000) research investigated teacher perceptions of strategies

used by principals to influence them. They also examined the effects principals had on

the cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspect of teacher performance. Generally, the

school leadership team uses many strategies to get things done. Blasé and Kirby

highlighted some examples of strategies of involvement used by principals that include

open-door policy, solicitation of suggestions, delegation, and formal team structures.

Another strategy Blasé and Kirby observed was administrative support (leading by

standing behind): “This strategy included providing basic materials, reducing interference

to instructional time, paying tuition for professional conferences, and assisting teachers in

matters of student discipline” (p. 120).

The strategies described above are perceptions teachers had of what Blasé and

Kirby (2000) described as “effective leaders.” As a component of the leadership team, the

AI may support the attainment of instructional, professional, and academic goals of the

school.

Iannaccone (1975), one of the founders of a special interest group in the politics

of education, at the American Educational Research Association conference in the late

1960s coined a phrase: “micropolitics of education” (Marshall & Scribner, 1991). During

the two decades following Iannaccone’s initial introduction, the research still tended to

focus on macrosocietal issues. More recently, researchers such as Ball (1987); Clune and

Witte (1988); Hess (1985); Iannaccone (1985); Marshall (1985, 1992); Marshall and
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Mitchell (1991); Reyes, Scribner, and Paredes Scribner (1999); Scribner and Englert

(1977); and Willower (1991) have delved into the site-based, micropolitical aspect of

schools. This research utilized some of those concepts.

School power structures are very fluid and have the capacity to change from

group to group, instant to instant. Willower (1991) observed that a sociological approach

to school organization views them as collectivities, along with the various groups and

subgroups, both formal and informal, that constitute them.

Stakeholders in schools maneuver through conflicts and disputes by building

coalitions, many of which collaborate or affiliate with the assistant principals. Scribner

and Englert (1977) described earlier concepts of political power in schools, including

those of Laswell and Kaplan (1950), who proposed, “Power is a central element in their

framework for inquiry into political phenomena.” Marsh (1966) emphasized, “The

concept of power was not all inclusive, for it must be used in conjunction with other

central terms in order to understand the decision making process” (p. 24). By using and

maintaining power, special interest groups maintain their position in the organizational

hierarchy and control their own destiny.

This study analyzed organizational systems in an attempt to understand how AIs

create and implement strategies and tactics that deal with diverse components of the

school organization. First it is important to discuss the duties of the assistant principal.
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Tasks, Duties, and Roles of the Assistant Principal

The early works of Black (1980) and Marshall (1992) examined the evolving

roles of the assistant principal in schools. These studies highlight the dynamics of school

leadership in the 20th century. Even though AIs are at their assigned schools for a short

time, they take on the responsibilities of assistant principals. Celikten (2000), Glanz

(1994), Hausman et al. (2001), Marshall (1992), and Weller and Weller (2001) stated that

assistant principal and AI roles vary but have several tasks and duties in common. This

research has portrayed the assistant principal and AI tasks and duties as either

instructional or managerial.

The instructional aspect of school leadership deals with the academic nature of the

school. The managerial position of the assistant principal deals with the daily operation of

the school. Each of these aspects deals with different and at times overlapping

components of the school organizational hierarchy. The AI must learn to change roles

and maneuver through the socio-political arena in order to fulfill the requirements of the

task at hand.

Research by Scoggins and Bishop (1993) examined the findings of other several

authors that concluded that assistant principals have many tasks, duties, and roles that are

common to the position of the assistant principal. Scoggins and Bishop (1993)

highlighted a list of duties performed by assistant principals:

1. Discipline,

2. Attendance,
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3. Student activities,

4. Athletics,

5. Community agencies,

6. Budget,

7. Transportation,

8. Curriculum,

9. Communication,

10. Cafeteria duty,

11. Master schedule,

12. Principal substitution,

13. Teacher substitution,

14. Building operations,

15. Hall duty,

16. Bus duty,

17. School calendar,

18. Locks,

19. Lockers, and

20. Reports.

Jeffrey Glanz (1994) conducted a survey of 200 New York City assistant

principals. The survey listed various duties that respondents indicated they performed.

Glanz listed the following duties that the respondents indicated as their chief

responsibilities:
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1. Student discipline,

2. Lunch duty,

3. School scheduling,

4. Ordering textbooks,

5. Parent conferences,

6. Assemblies,

7. Administrative duties,

8. Articulation,

9. Evaluation of teachers,

10. Student attendance,

11. Emergency arrangements,

12. Instructional media services,

13. Counseling pupils,

14. School clubs,

15. Assisting PTA,

16. Formulating goals,

17. Staff development,

18. Faculty meetings,

19. Teacher training instructional leadership,

20. Public relations,

21. Curriculum development,

22. Innovations and research,
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23. School budgeting, and

24. Teacher selection.

Catherine Marshall (1992) pointed out that specific job descriptions vary but most

assistant principals have tasks in common, tasks that have changed little since the 1960s.

She cited the 1988 work of Pellicer, Anderson, Keefe, Kelly, and McCleary, who

documented the following tasks performed by assistant principals in 1987 and compared

them to tasks performed by assistant principals in 1965:

1. Student discipline,

2. Evaluation of teachers,

3. Student attendance,

4. Emergency arrangements,

5. Teacher duty rosters,

6. Curriculum development,

7. Graduation activities,

8. Special arrangements,

9. Substitute teachers,

10. School dances,

11. Student assemblies,

12. New teacher orientation,

13. New student orientation,

14. Administration of school policy,

15. Administrative representative,
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16. Master schedule,

17. Instructional methods, and

18. Building use.

The administrative/managerial/leadership tasks discussed above are numerous.

The school leadership team usually discusses and assigns these tasks and duties to fit the

strengths and weaknesses of each member. What may differ is how each individual goes

about executing the task and what other component of the school organization will be

utilized to accomplish the task. The AI’s tenure on the campus is temporary, so each

individual must strive to accomplish assigned tasks as efficiently and effectively as

possible.

Implications for Educational Administration Knowledge Base

The subjects of this study were members of a cohort participating in a leadership

preparation training program. This program, the School Leadership Academy (SLA) is

designed to expand the current methods and procedures for training school-level

administrators. The SLA combines educational leadership/management coursework with

clinical experience on school campuses around the district.

More than 500 colleges and universities now have pre-service programs that
include a requirement that aspiring school administrators spend at least part of the
time “learning by doing.” These pre-service programs have evolved from
memorizing textbook theory, to taking theory to practice through the use of
internships, planned field experiences, practice, or other forms of clinical
learning. (Capasso & Daresh, 2001, p. 7)
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Intellectual knowledge in and of itself is not enough. Regarding preparation of

educational leaders, knowledge must be balanced with the ability to perform effectively

to improve schools. “Learning, in the context of preparation of educational leaders, takes

place most meaningfully when there is opportunity to apply concepts. Our bias is to

emphasize active learning over passive learning” (Milstein et al., 1991, p. 5). Simple

opportunities to apply the theoretical concepts of the SLA in a classroom do not create an

effective leader or manager. The application of educational administrative theory in a

real-life context enhances understanding of school leadership and the socio-political

ramifications of their actions. The AIs must learn to adjust socially and professionally to

their constituents and their working environment.

The SLA was created by a partnership between a school district and a major

university for the purpose of producing prepared leaders for 21st-century schools. This

collaboration between a school district and a university has designed a knowledge base to

develop the leadership abilities of the participants. Is this knowledge base sufficient to

create the model administrator? Scheurich (1995) argued, “Our current practice, the

functionalist status quo, is insufficient in a large number of schools. Since no one has all

the answers, we need to explore multiple alternatives, especially where traditional

methods are failing” (p. 26). The focus of this study may be one of those alternatives.

Scheurich mentioned that researchers need to explore participant perspectives of

leadership/management theory and adjust thinking appropriately. The recipe for

producing strategies and tactics for dealing with formal and informal power groups

cannot be totally contrived in educational administration manuals. Each AI possesses
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unique socio-political, personal, and leadership skills that may make him/her successful

school administrators. An effective leadership preparation program should utilize the

AI’s unique skills to assist in creating a prepared and competent school administrator.

Summary

The review of the literature recognized that the majority of educational

administrative leadership framework research is from the principal’s perspective. Data

from the assistant principal’s perspective are deficient. Because AIs function as assistant

principals in their clinical experience, the ramifications for the lack of data from their

perspective are apparent.

The AIs’ previous experience with formal power structure usually came from a

subordinate standpoint. Most AIs were classroom teachers. Thus, their previous

perception of a school’s social hierarchy was usually from the bottom up. Clinical

experiences provided by the leadership preparation program provided the opportunity for

the AIs to discover first hand what school leadership and management entail, and how

they could adapt to meet the academic and administrative needs of the organization. The

intent of this study was to examine the AIs’ ability to create and implement strategies and

tactics that dealt with socio-political conditions of group dynamics. The research also

analyzed the application of the strategies and tactics on informal power groups for the

purpose of influencing academic, instructional, and managerial outcomes involved in the

school process. The AIs’ conceptual framework assisted the researcher in identifying,
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classifying and categorizing socio-political strategies and tactics for the purpose of the

study.

Sergiovanni’s (2001, p. 20) assertion that “there is no single strategy, style, list, or

formula that fits all situations the same way” clearly should be consideration for all AIs

in their endeavor to become school leaders. The data collected highlighted useful socio-

political strategies and tactics used by the AIs that can be utilized in leadership

preparation programs. The following chapter discusses the research design of the study,

the qualitative approach that was used to collect and categorize data, and the

methodological analysis of the data.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Theory derived from data is more likely to resemble the “reality” than is theory
derived by putting together a series of concepts based on experience or solely
through speculation. Grounded theories, because they are drawn from data, are
likely to offer insight, enhance understanding, and provide a meaningful guide to
action. (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p.12.)

Introduction

This chapter presents the rationale for the research methodology, study design,

and data collection processes. The qualitative case study design employed here was

selected to link the data collected to the study’s research questions. Those questions are

as follows:

1. How do AIs identify informal political power groups and determine their

relative influence within the school?

2. What is the AI’s perception of their relative influence on members of formal

and informal power groups within schools?

3. What strategies and tactics do AIs use to cultivate alliances and create networks

within schools to achieve and fulfill their professional goals and obligations?

Also included are discussions of the interview protocol and the data analysis

techniques used in the study. These research data were analyzed to understand and

explain how the political sophistication of an AI relates to his or her success in the role of

assistant principal.
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Qualitative Research Design

Bogdan and Biklen (1998) discussed the assumptions qualitative researchers

examine before deciding the components of the case study. Deciding on the “typical” or

the “unusual” is a choice left up to the individual. They warned of the generalizability on

the basis of similarities in a “typical” case study to others reported in literature. On the

other hand, picking an unusual case leaves the question of generalizability up in the air.

“Most qualitative researchers are skeptical of conventionally defined categories anyway

and do not assume that things called by the same name or having the same superficial

characteristics are necessarily similar” (pp. 60–61). According to Bogdan and Biklen, the

researcher should examine assumptions about what belongs in categories rather than

having these assumptions determine the research design. By narrowing the focus to AIs,

the researcher could examine the entire population of interests while sampling widely

enough to understand the range of material and perspectives presented (Bogdan &

Biklen, 1998).

The perspective of former teachers in a leadership preparation program offered a

unique perspective of fledgling administrators involved in an educational administration

training program. Clinical experiences exposed AIs to various and often different

leadership conditions not encountered in the classroom. The leadership program grooms

these individuals to be school leaders or principals of schools, but their clinical

experiences expose them to the functions and roles of assistant principals. By

highlighting the strategies and tactics AIs use to maneuver through the socio-political
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realm of the school setting, the researcher describes how each individual perceived the

informal power structures within the school and what each did to influence these

alliances and networks to his or her advantage.

These features gave the researcher the flexibility to observe, categorize, analyze,

and interpret data shared by respondents. The researcher was able to interpret and

synthesize the socio-political perspective of AIs as they progressed through their clinical

experiences. The strength of qualitative research, for both researcher and subject, is its

ability to focus on actual practice in situ, observing how social interactions are routinely

enacted (Silverman, 2000).

Research Procedure

Participant Selection

Participant selection for this study was purposeful rather than random. First- and

2nd-year AIs were purposefully targeted to examine their political skills in examining and

interpreting micropolitical behavior in their schools. The researcher contacted the director

of the SLA located in a local school district for permission to explain the study and ask

for volunteer participants. The volunteers were drawn from two of the cohorts involved in

the SLA. Eight participants were chosen from the pool of volunteers, 4 from Cohort 2

and 4 from Cohort 3. A sample of 4 men and 4 women was selected for participation in

the study. Table B1 in Appendix B provides the AI profiles of participants in this

research.
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The selection of participants was based on their classroom teaching experiences

(secondary or elementary) and their campus assignment in the leadership preparation

program. The researcher chose participants (a) with predominantly secondary teaching

experience who had been assigned internships in an elementary school and (b) with

predominately elementary teaching experiences assigned to a secondary school. This

approach was used to control for the AI’s experience, assuming that the extent to which

they could understand and explain an unfamiliar political context would depend mostly

on their individual knowledge and skills. Similarly, the AI’s amount of time spent at the

campus was a determining factor for inclusion of the participant in this study.

Participant Source

The researcher collaborated with a large urban school district that is working with

a major university in an initiative that has developed a program that trains prospective

administrators. The program, SLA, serves only campuses within this school district.

The school district is located in a large metropolitan area and serves 77,862

students. The demographics of the students in this school district are as follows: 15.8%

African American, 2.5% Asian, 47.8% Hispanic, 0.3% Native American, and 33.7%

White. The district consists of 107 campuses—74 elementary, 17 middle and junior high,

12 high school, and 4 special campuses.

The university participating in the SLA, located in the same city as the school

district, is a major research university founded in 1883. The university offers a multitude

of academic programs and is on the cutting edge of research in several fields. The
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Department of Educational Administration that works directly with the SLA is among the

top 10 departments in the nation (see U.S. News and World Report rankings). The

university offers 100 undergraduate degrees and 170 graduate degrees in its colleges and

schools. Also, the university’s student body is the largest in the nation. According to the

university Web site, in 2001 the student body represented all 254 counties in the state, all

50 states, and 115 foreign nations.

The College of Education supports the SLA by facilitating opportunities for

collaboration with its faculty. The SLA was designed by university and school district

staff to provide an opportunity for learning and skills development in educational

administration. According to the university’s Web site, the SLA program has been

conceptualized and delineated using six rubrics: (a) leadership development; (b)

contemporary students and their needs; (c) curriculum and instructional development; (d)

management, decision –making, and evaluation; (e) clinical and internship experiences in

areas that support each student’s professional development; and (f) electives.

The SLA is designed to address the need for preparing leaders who will facilitate

high-performing learning environments in the district schools. The mission of the SLA is

to provide leadership-development programs based on cutting-edge knowledge in the

aforementioned six rubrics and the leadership skills necessary to implement them.

Area and deputy superintendents, along with campus principals, nominate

outstanding candidates for the program from the teacher ranks. Fifteen AIs were chosen

from a pool of nominees and identified as a cohort. These cohorts spend 2 years of this

program working together. To be eligible, nominees must have at least 5 years of
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teaching experience, with 2 years of service in the district. Candidates continue to receive

their teaching salary and are responsible for their own tuition fees as well as textbook and

other related costs. According to the school district Web site, following completion of the

program and passing the state Excet exam, the AI receives a master’s degree and three

certificates: the Instructional Leadership Training (ILT), the Professional Development

and Appraisal System (PDAS), and a principalship certificate.

This 2-year program focuses on skills and knowledge required for all school

district principals. The program includes 48 hours of coursework and clinical experience

on school campuses. The first year the AI spends one semester in an elementary campus

and another semester in a secondary campus. The interns spend half a day on each

campus and attend classes in the afternoon. The 2nd year of the program the members of

the SLA spend the entire day on a campus for a full school year and attend classes in the

evening.

At the time of this study, the SLA was in its 3rd year of operation. Cohort 3 began

graduate-level classes in the summer of 2002. Members of Cohort 2 were in their 2nd

year of training and had one year of on-site clinical experience. Members of Cohort 3 had

no site-level experience and brought a different perspective to this study. The initial

cohort, Cohort 1, had finished the program and the members were assigned to campuses

around the district drawing full administrative salary.
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Data Collection Process

Data collection procedures followed the recommendations of Bogdan and Biklen

(1998), Johnson and Christensen (2000), and Patton (1990), in that the primary source of

data was semi-structured, one-on-one interviews including open-ended questions. The

researcher had an informal as well as professional relationship with each of the

participants in the case study. Bogdan and Biklen proposed that having a prior

relationship with the subjects gives the researcher an opportunity to put the subjects at

ease during interviews. Also, information in a qualitative interview project is cumulative,

each interview building on and connecting to others. What matters most is what the

researcher learns from the total study (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998).

The researcher used the AI’s narratives as data that were used to identify and

categorize the strategies and tactics used by AIs to create networks and influence people.

The researcher coded the interviews to identify key themes and patterns that emerged

from the data. The interviews generated evidence of strategies and tactics used by AIs.

Coding the data provided the researcher a process of analysis that shed light on the

“what” and the “how” of being an AI in a school.

Coffey and Atkinson (1996) described a method to move from coding to

interpretation of data. The first step was to retrieve and categorize data to reconceptualize

and display the data in such a way that they can be read easily. The next step was to

explore the codes and categories that were created. Data were split into subcategories,

spliced and linked together. The rationale for doing this was to create patterns within the

data that provided the researcher with insights into the socio-political world of the AI.
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The final step was to transform the data into meaningful data. The researcher

looked for patterns, themes, and regularities as well as contrasts, paradoxes, and

irregularities. “The emphases on the ‘negative’ exceptions as well as the ‘positive’

patterns remain crucial” (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 47). The one common strand of

qualitative data collection is that there is no “sure fire” strategy; different procedures are

acceptable for different research. Coffey and Atkinson stressed that coding may be part of

the process of analysis, but it should not be thought of as the entire process. Ezzy (2002),

Feldman (1995), and Patton (1990) concluded that coding is a main analytical tool in

qualitative research but should not be the main focus of the analytical process. Codes

should be the link between the raw data and the theoretical and conceptual orientations of

the researcher.

All participants were interviewed twice, starting in March 2003 and ending in

September 2003. The researcher conducted a 45- to 60-minute interview at a time and

location of the AI’s choice. After each interview the tape was transcribed to hard copy

and was used as a follow-up in the second interview session.

Silverman (2000) raised an important methodological issue, arguing that the

responses of interviews can be treated as giving direct access to experiences or as actively

constructed narratives involving activities that themselves demand analysis. Silverman’s

point was that researchers rely on the interview as the “gold standard” of qualitative

research.
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Interview Protocol

AI Cohorts 2 and 3 had totally different schedules, so the researcher adjusted to

the participants’ daily schedules. Cohort 2 worked a full day at their campus and attended

graduate-level coursework in the evening. Members of Cohort 3 worked a half-day on

their campus and attended graduate-level coursework in the afternoon. Therefore, the

researcher asked the participants of this study to select an ideal time and place for the

tape-recorded interviews. Decisions made during the study usually concerned time

management and participant–researcher issues. Because of the unpredictability of

fieldwork, the qualitative researcher must be ready to adjust schedules, to be flexible

about interview times, and to add or subtract observations or interviews. Some

participants may be replaced in the event of trauma or tragedy, and terms of the original

agreement may even need to change (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998).

Informal tape-recorded interviews were a primary source of information. The

interviews were recorded on a standard Califone 3430 AV cassette tape recorder fitted

with a directional microphone. The researcher used one Sony high-fidelity 90-minute

cassette tape for each interview.

A standard open-ended interview protocol with written questions was used (see

Appendix A). The researcher used what Johnson and Christensen (2000) called the

interview guide approach. In this approach the researcher enters the interview session

with a plan to explore specific topics and to ask specific open-ended questions.

The first interview consisted of general questions that asked the participants to

describe their work –site, the people with whom they came into contact with most often,
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any particular informal or formal groups that attracted their attention, and patterns of

group behavior that tended to advance or enhance the position of certain groups or detract

from or disadvantage the position of others. The questions used in the first interview

assisted in developing follow-up questions for the second interview. Two university

professors directly involved with the SLA program reviewed the interview protocol. The

questions were pilot tested on a current assistant principal who was a member of Cohort

1. This subject recently was appointed to a full-time assistant principal position and had

perspectives similar to those of the AIs.

The interviewee was allowed unlimited time to respond to the questions. In

conjunction with the predetermined questions the interviewer asked probing follow-up

questions that promoted elaboration and/or clarification.

Seeing, listening, and touching are primary sources of information about the
world. The interview is a research-gathering approach that seeks to create a
listening space where meaning is constructed through an interexchange/cocreation
of verbal viewpoints in the interest of scientific knowing. (Crabtree & Miller,
1999, p. 89)

To construct meaning the researcher analyzed the data during collection. By collecting

and analyzing data simultaneously, the researcher can conceive inductively theoretical

generalizations based the perspective of people being studied. This approach allowed for

participant involvement in shaping the analysis, which would not have occurred if the

analysis had been left until the completion of data collection (Ezzy, 2002).

The second interview was comprised of questions that attempted to elaborate and

classify any micropolitical themes or phenomenon that the researcher found useful in

identifying, classifying, and categorizing socio-political behavior present in the school
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setting. The researcher found in the vast literature of sociology, anthropology, and

education common rules of thumb on which researchers Bogdan and Biklen (1998),

Denzin and Lincoln (1998), Johnson & Christensen (2000), Patton (1990), and Strauss

and Corbin (1998) concurred:

Look for the meaning and perspectives of the participants in the study. Look for

relationships regarding the structure, occurrence, and distribution of events over time.

Look for points of tension: What does not fit? What are the conflicting points of evidence

in the data? Look for emergent patterns in the data. What is common in the responses?

Why does this commonality exist?

The researcher believed that these interview techniques were useful in providing

“description or conceptual ordering (classifying and elaborating)” by the interviewee

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 9). The data gleaned from the responses of all the AIs

provided insights into the political perspectives and skills of AIs, particularly in how they

identified, interacted with, and influenced groups around them. The multiple data sources

(interviews of two different AI cohorts) not only provided the opportunity for data

triangulation, but also allowed the researcher (a) to develop cross-case analysis (4 AIs

from Cohort 2 and 4 AIs from Cohort 3) of comparable micropolitical themes and (b) to

discern patterns of strategies and tactics shared by AIs within the political context of their

clinical experiences.
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Data Analysis

This study was conducted by an assistant principal in the same school district

where the AIs were receiving their clinical experiences. This familiarity with the school

district can be a two-edged sword. On the one hand, being aware of the AI’s daily

routines and social interactions on their campuses gave the researcher some insider

insight to the socio-political realm of school leadership. On the other hand, it also created

the danger of bias and acquiring invalid predispositions of socio-political context of

schools. Collecting and analyzing data while keeping what Patton (2002) called

“empathetic neutrality” was a constant focal point for the researcher.

Several of the AIs were assigned for one semester to the school where the

researcher is employed. The researcher did observe and mentor 2 of the 8 AIs and

became aware of their capabilities. The researcher also has been employed at several

schools to which the AIs were assigned and had some awareness of the group dynamics

within those schools. The interview guide was designed with this in mind. Several of the

questions allude to the group dynamics of school leadership teams and the socio-political

barriers they may or may not create for the AIs. The interview guide allowed for greater

latitude in asking pertinent questions about the AI’s socio-political experiences in schools

during their clinical experience.

The dilemma that the researcher attempted to avoid was steering the interns’

responses in a direction that the interviewer wanted, instead of where the interviewee

wanted to go. The researcher was careful to be unbiased in collecting, recording, and

classifying the data for this study. To prevent what Johnson and Christensen (2000)
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called “researcher bias,” the researcher must be reflexive, which means “the researcher

will actively engage in critical self-reflection about his potential biases and

predispositions” (p. 207).

Another method that prevented researcher bias was data triangulation. Intermixing

interviews of 8 different AIs at different stages of their clinical experiences prevented

errors linked to one single case and provided cross-data validation. Triangulation also

allowed for understanding inconsistencies and identification of emergent patterns found

in a variety of responses.

If a response pattern emerged between subjects, similar, probing, follow-up

questions were asked of the other AIs. The sample of the descriptions, strategies, and

tactics provided by the interviewees were classified, categorized, and analyzed by the

researcher. The researcher’s conceptual ordering classified and categorized all emergent

patterns in the interviewees’ responses. The conceptual ordering assisted the researcher in

extending and elaborating micropolitical processes that occur at schools.

Summary

The qualitative case study design employed here was selected to link the data

collected to the study’s research questions. The research design was characterized by five

features of a case study approach in qualitative research outlined by Johnson and

Christensen (2000): (a) describing one or more cases in depth and addressing the

researcher’s questions and issues; (b) using multiple methods for data collection (e.g.,

interviews, observations, and documents); (c) incorporating holistic description and
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thematic data analysis; (d) conducting narrative reports containing rich descriptions of the

context and operation of the case, including discussions of themes, issues, and

implications; and (e) interpreting results through theoretical and disciplinary origins from

business, the social sciences, and education.
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Chapter 4

Research Findings and Analysis of Data

The research findings and analysis of the AIs’ descriptive responses are presented

in this chapter. The first section of this chapter presents the AI profiles and a general

description of the school where they carried out their clinical practice. Identification

codes were assigned to each AI to maintain anonymity. The second section presents the

descriptive findings that address Research Question 1: how AIs identify the members of

the formal and informal power groups and their analysis of the group’s influence on the

educational process of the school. The next section presents an analysis of the descriptive

findings pertaining to Research Question 2: the AIs’ perspective of the degrees of power

and its use as assistant principals to influence groups within the school. Finally, this

chapter presents the descriptive findings pertaining to Research Question 3: the strategies

and tactics that provided the AIs the opportunities to cultivate alliances and to create

networks within the schools to achieve and fulfill their professional responsibilities.

Overview

This study was intended to fulfill some of the need for what Blasé and Blasé

(2002) called for in the research of micropolitics in both conflictive and collaborative

forms of communication, participation and decision making, as well as the influence of

informal cliques, grade-level and department teams, and standing committees on student

achievement and classroom instruction. The research analyzed the AIs’ socio-political
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tactics and the perceived effectiveness of those tactics as they negotiated through the

micropolitical landscape of the school campus.

The data gathered provide a descriptive account of school administration from an

AI’s perspective. The eight AIs’ perspectives of the micropolitical negotiations of a

school campus evolved as they went through the school leadership program and gained

administrative experience in each assigned campus. For the purposes of this study formal

groups are identified as people organized in units for the sole purpose of advancing the

campus academic program. Informal groups are identified as people who are united for

their own social/political agenda that may or may not seek to advance the campus’s

academic program. Members of informal groups may or may not be members in one or

more of the school’s formal groups.

AIs used tactics to gather information, identify group membership, and assess the

group’s influence on the educational process. The researcher analyzed and identified two

strategies that the AIs used to gather their information: (a) active engagement and (b)

passive involvement. Each strategy yielded a variety of tactics used to negotiate through

the school hierarchy. The tactics also gave the AIs opportunities to create relationships

and establish networks on their assigned campuses.

This research explored the AIs’ perception of the degrees of power as a member

of the administrative team and how they acted on that perception. Each school polity

contained informal and formal groups that were either maintaining power or vying for the

acquisition of power (Hoyle, 1986). As a member of the administrative team, the AI was

bestowed with power in the form of legitimate authority and the ability to participate in
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the micropolitical process of the school organization. This research documented to what

degree each AI perceived and utilized this legitimate authority during the clinical

experience.

Finally, this chapter summarizes the strategies and tactics the AIs used to create

networks within both formal and informal power groups at their school campus. These

strategies consequently were broken down into a variety of socialization tactics that

describe the methods used to infiltrate and influence existing networks.

Administrative Intern Profiles

The AIs’ professional experiences ranged from 3 to 13 years as classroom

teachers. Their chronological ages ranged from 27 years to 35 years of age. All AIs

received their teaching credentials through the traditional manner. The micropolitical

dynamics transpiring between students in a classroom are the AIs’ only contextual

knowledge base for identifying individuals and groups in a complex, multi-layered social

system. The social bonding between students creates networks from which they establish

hierarchical social order and maneuver through the micropolitical system of school. As

classroom teachers the AIs were expected to impart academic knowledge, identify group

and subgroup members, and maintain social order. The existing social/academic order in

a classroom full of students allowed teachers to dominate and control the social and

instructional dynamics in the classroom. As school administrators the AIs were also

prominent in the socio-political hierarchy; however, the difference was they were

maneuvering through adult social/political negotiations instead of student negotiations.
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The research subjects were divided into two groups: Group A and Group B.

Group A consisted of 4 participants, 2 men and 2 women who were members of Cohort 3

in the SLA. These 4 members were at the beginning of the SLA program and just starting

their clinical experiences. These AIs would spend half a school year at an elementary

school campus and the other half a year at a secondary school campus. For this study, to

preserve anonymity, the two men have identification codes AM31 and AM32; the two

women are identified as AF34 and AF35. AM31, AM32, and AF34 all have elementary-

level teaching experiences, whereas AF35 has secondary-level classroom experience.

Group B also consisted of 4 participants: 3 women and 1 man who were members

of Cohort 2 in the SLA. These AIs were in the 2nd year of their clinical experience and

spent the whole school year on one campus. The man’s identification code is BM21; the

3 female participants are identified as BF22, BF23, and BF24. BF22 and BF24’s teaching

experiences were at the secondary level; BM21 and BF23’s teaching experiences were at

the elementary level (see Table 1 below). In terms of ethnicity, the groups combined

included 2 White participants, AM31 and AF35; 2 African American participants, AM32

and BF23; and 4 Hispanic participants.

Statements made by the AIs throughout this document are identified by the AI’s

code number followed by the paragraph numbers. The paragraph numbers were assigned

by the qualitative research software QSR N Vivo. For grammatical purposes, the

statements have been paraphrased and edited by the researcher. The last digit of the

citation will refer to either the first interview or the second (e.g., BF2201 is a female
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participant from Group B, first interview; BF2202 refers to the same participant’s second

interview).

Table 1

Administrative Intern Profile

Identification
codes Gender Ethnicity

Teaching
experience

Assignment:
1st/2nd campus

Group A

AM31 Male Caucasian Elementary MS/Elem.

AM32 Male African
American

Elementary Elem./Elem.

AF34 Female Hispanic Secondary

AF 35 Female Caucasian Secondary Elem./HS

Group B Year-long
Assignment

BM21 Male Hispanic Elementary MS

BF22 Female Caucasian Secondary HS

BF23 Female African
American

Elementary Elem.

BF24 Female Hispanic Secondary MS

Note. Elem. = Elementary, MS = Middle school, HS = High school.

Clinical Practicum Sites

The campuses were located in a large urban school district. The ethnicity and

socioeconomic status of the students were not important for this research. What was of

interest was that some elementary and secondary schools were considered “foundational”
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schools. The school district administration identified some campuses as foundational

because of their excessive student failure rates on state-mandated assessment instruments,

low socioeconomic status (SES) of student population, and high student absenteeism.

The foundational status permitted the district to apply for additional federal grants

and utilize the money to increase student achievement on state assessment instruments by

instituting various administrative and instructional modifications. If a campus was

identified as foundational, the district reconstituted the school’s faculty and staff. Each

campus’s administrative leadership team was hand picked by high-ranking members of

the school district administration. In turn, the new leadership team interviewed and chose

teachers for the respective campuses. Teachers at each foundational school were allowed

to reapply for teaching positions in their schools; consequently, some but not all were

rehired.

Four of the AIs spent at least one semester on a campus designated as

foundational. These interns were interviewed during their clinical experiences in

foundational schools as well as during their time at a nonfoundational school.

Research Question 1: Formal and Informal Power Group Identification

The AIs were thrust into well-established social organizations and were expected

to integrate and function like firmly incorporated components of that organization. The

AIs were also expected to merge into existing social networks, identify members of

groups and subgroups, create relationships, and carry out their assigned administrative

duties within a limited time frame. The socio-political capital that comes with the
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assistant principal position provided the interns various opportunities to identify and

create relationships with members of the formal and informal school organizational

hierarchy.

The following data for Research Question 1 provide a descriptive account of what

the AIs had to do—and how—to identify formal power groups at their schools. The first

formal power group that was analyzed was the campus leadership team. The second

formal power groups analyzed were the campus academic/grade-level teams and

committees.

The second section of Research Question 1 dealt with the identification of the

members of informal power groups and their influence on the educational process as

perceived by the AIs. Organizations are intrinsically political. Ways must be found to

create order and sense of direction among the stakeholders who possess divergent and

often conflicting interests. The administrative leadership team is responsible for those

actions that occur at the campus level. However, the leadership team, in and of itself, is

an organization within an organization and just as political. To better understand the

micropolitics of a school organization it is important to understand the leadership and the

politics involved in school management.

This research analyzed the actions of administrative interns as members of an

administrative leadership team and how they as a political unit designed, supervised, or

implemented district and school policies and procedures.
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Administrative Leadership Teams

The AIs had front-row seats in the micropolitical negotiations of school

management. The micropolitics of school management allows for the creation of order

out of diversity. Creating social order out of competing interests often begins at the

leadership level. “We can analyze organizational politics in a systemic way by focusing

on relationships between interest, conflict, and power…This diversity creates a tension

that must be resolved through political means” (Morgan, 1986, p. 148).

The first, formal groups that the AIs came into contact with were the school

administrative team members. Some administrative teams had only two members, the

principal and an assistant principal. Others, usually secondary-level teams, had a

minimum of two assistant principals to a maximum of four assistant principals. The AIs

had to establish a relationship with the school leadership in their attempt to observe,

create, and utilize social networks at their campuses. The administrative teams of each

school are usually the political, social, and financial powerbrokers of the organization.

The administrators are also responsible for creating and implementing policy and

procedures and then providing the resources and staff development to implement those

policies. Blasé and Blasé (2002) contended,

Supervision, conceptually and practically speaking, is a function of a school’s
internal and external political dynamic. Its particular form reflects the values,
interests, preferences, assumptions and strategic approaches of powerful
organizational stakeholders, individuals and groups, formal and informal at a
given time. (p. 11)

The AIs observed that individual members of the administrative team possessed

formal authority as well as varying degrees of socio-political influence in the school
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organization. The AIs’ responsibility was to map the multiple dimensions of power and

successfully negotiate them in their dynamic arrangements to complete their assigned

tasks.

The following descriptive accounts illustrate how the AIs usually established

some degree of rapport with the other administrators on campus. These data elucidated

how the administrative team contained a hierarchical dimension through which the AI

had to maneuver initially before coming into contact with the rest of the school’s faculty

and staff.

BF22 had to contend with suspicion as well as openly hostile remarks from the

other assistant principal at the secondary school campus during her second semester of

clinical experience. She had to defend the fact that she belonged to a cohort of teachers

who were participating in the leadership academy and were being groomed by the school

district to become administrators.

There is an underlying theme about the leadership academy or feeling from a lot
of people that we are the chosen and we get special treatment. And so many
assistant principals find us threatening because they believe that we will be
advanced before they will be. It was toward the beginning of the year and we
were talking about my program. She alluded to the fact that I had an easy ride and
she alluded to the fact that we would get special treatment. Actually she didn’t
allude to that she just flat out said it. So I confronted her and explained it very
clearly that I deserved where I was. I had paid my dues and I had done the work
and I was sorry that the opportunity wasn’t around when she was there. (BF2201,
49-59)

Incidents during the first semester of her clinical experience at the elementary

school were not much different. That administrative team has three members, the
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principal and two assistant principals. She observed the other assistant principals’

apparent beliefs about her membership in the leadership cohort:

She wasn’t overtly hostile but I think she just had an underlying fear that we were
taking a job, you know, the cohort would come first. She was ready to start
applying for elementary schools as a principal. (BF2201, 62-67)

During her tenure, BF22 became aware of the discord in the leadership team

between the assistant principals at the elementary school campus. Of the three

administrators, she observed that one assistant principal did not match the rest of the

team. She also identified that she needed to create a network with the dominant group of

assistant principals. Upon arriving at the campus she immediately identified the reasons

for the exclusion of that one particular assistant principal:

His ideas and brainstorming and his solutions were out in left field. It wasn’t so
much that we didn’t have the same philosophy, we didn’t have the same
knowledge level….He would do things that were just blatantly, “What the hell
were you thinking?” kind of things. He was oblivious, he didn’t get it. He had no
clue that he didn’t fit in. (BF2201, 126-145)

She identified the organizational hierarchy within the administrative leadership

team and created a relationship with the dominant members. She clearly realized that her

ability to create a network with the dominant administrative group would prevent her

from being at the bottom of the pecking order, regardless of the apprehension by the other

assistant principals. She observed the political conflict and fashioned tactics that afforded

her the ability to enter the micropolitical process of school leadership on that campus.

Other AIs experienced similar reactions by their peers. BF24 experienced outright

hostility when the principal asked her to participate in a committee with one of the other
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assistant principals. In this case the other assistant principal perceived her as a threat,

competition for the attention from the principal.

The opportunities that I’ve had or the situation that I’m in, it hasn’t gone that
well. I’m co-leader, for example, the IMPACT team. I thought that was odd to
have two assistant principals on this particular team. It was indicated that the
other person was the head, lead person. From the very beginning. I sent out
invitations to people as when our first meeting was…then I said, “Hey should I
send invitations for the next one?” She replied, “No ma’am.” So it was just sort of
not really wanting my input…that is fine because I have so many other duties. For
some people it’s a competitive kind of thing. With this particular person I think
it’s a competitive thing; she wanted to have, I guess, all the credit. (BF24 01, 55)

In another instance she felt tested by the some of the other assistant principals.

She noted the passive aggressive nature of her colleagues as they observed her actions

under fire:

I think you can feel sometimes the competitiveness and people sort of checking
out the new kid on the block. I know I don’t know everything, but just sort of that
competitiveness. (BF2401, 55)

Her desire to participate in the instructional process of school leadership was

often met with derision. Others often pointed out her naiveté.

Some would say that I needed to get a more realistic view. That you can talk
about being an instructional leader, but when it comes right down to it, assistant
principals many times are doing the discipline and the principal usually doesn’t
touch that aspect of it. So they were just saying that my experience was probably
not a realistic one. They felt like I needed to be doing more discipline referrals.
(BF2401, 28-35)

BF23 experienced much less open hostility, but it was evident that she had to earn

their respect as a member of the administrative leadership team. This was her impression

at the beginning of her mid-year assignment:

Second semester, the team that was there, they had been there a while. I want to
say at least 7 years, so everybody pretty much knew their role and what they
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needed to do. That one was a little bit difficult because of the fact that I think they
all had pretty much gelled and they knew pretty much what to expect from each
other. So with me I was kind of a sideline, trying to understand what was going on
and I think too was that they felt that I had a little bit of elementary experience so
therefore they felt like I probably understood a lot of what goes on an elementary
campus. (BF2301, 4-5)

She believed that the reason she was left on her own was because of her

elementary-level experience; their guidance was not necessary. The allegiances were

firmly entrenched in this administrative team, and it was very evident to the AI.

She experienced different group dynamics at the secondary level, where members

of the administrative team were new because it was a foundational school. The lack of

secondary experience did not deter her from attempting to create a network with that

administrative team.

We were able to kind of hit the ground running. We knew there were some
changes being made with the staff, and I just let them know that I was a team
player by showing that I was a team player. If they needed me to do something,
you know, there was no “Why am I having to do this type thing?” I would just go
ahead and do it and if I didn’t understand, I would say, okay, “I’m not
understanding what you need me to do.” I would let them know I don’t know
everything, but I would also let them know that I’m willing to do the work. So I
think my work probably proved to them that I was reliable and could get the job
done basically. (BF2301, 57)

Her assumption that this administrative team was new and barely beginning to gel

gave her the initiative to negotiate socially and politically on the team. The connections

and communications within the group were still forming; her initiative to incorporate into

the leadership team gave her valuable experience in the micropolitical process of school

leadership.
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AM31 scrutinized first hand the dynamics of a group of four assistant principals

in a secondary school setting. He noticed how the assistant principals acted when the

principal was not around. He observed an assistant principal’s effort to fill the leadership

void by attempting to manipulate the other assistant principals. In one incident he

observed this assistant principal trying to reestablish a socio-political order within the

administrative leadership team.

There is a definite stronger personality with the seventh-grade principals. Ms.
Smith...there’s times where she does things that makes herself look bigger and
more important than the others, as far as an interesting little dynamic. Those
things come out more often when the principal is off campus. It’s almost like
she’s establishing a pecking order….I don’t want to say that it was vindictive or it
was malicious. It was just trying to establish who’s in charge when Dr. Gomez is
out. I don’t know about others, everybody else kind of thought of it as a joke. The
other assistant principals, she would do something like that and they would see
each other and they would roll their eyes and go the other way, not even give it
credence. I think in meetings she would take over the meetings when Dr. Gomez
wasn’t there. She automatically was the person in charge whether she was
supposed to be or not. (AM3101, 30-39)

By observing first hand the give and take of the micropolitical process of school

leadership, AM31 was able to identify the hierarchical order of the group and the modus

operandi in their daily procedures.

Regardless of the depth of the relationships, the AIs were able to establish

themselves with their peers and create alliances with one or more members of the

leadership team.

We have two assistant principals. It's been interesting to watch. They have very
different styles on how they handle student situations and they are equally
effective, but they are very different. One is very soft spoken and very proximity
oriented and the other one, well, she is very assertive and independent. Both are
independent, but they are just very different. And they both kind of took me under
their wing and showed me different things or you need to sit in on this and
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observe this and get the idea of how this works. So, they have been very open.
(AF3501, 74)

So I was put under a lot of stress as far as getting to know people’s roles. You talk
about pecking order, there’s definitely a system even within secondary that is
totally different than in the elementary. As far as we were functioning under four
assistant principal's and then me was the fifth. So within those four I had to figure
out who was the straw holder, who was the worker bees, and who were the
support. I think one of the assistant principals, one of the newest assistant
principals that was there, who was also an intern, talking with him helped me
figure things out. And then the intern that I replaced had a very different take on
it. (AF3401, 85-89)

There was only one assistant principal there and it didn’t have a real big effect. It
was clear that I didn’t have much power. A lot of simple things that are easily
understood were explained to me by the assistant, almost as overkill. She was
very nice but she also wanted to explain that she did these things and I could do
these things. As the semester went on the relationship was easier, but she was not
a very, she wasn’t a very open person. (BM2101, 115)

The administrative leadership team is responsible for creating the social

architecture of the campus, which becomes the basis for the social networks present

within the organization. Those networks assist in the development of formal and informal

paths of information that assist or encumber the implementation of the educational

process. Administrators still make decisions about personnel, acquisitions and

divestitures, resource levels, and the improvement of technical capabilities. However,

they must also be adept at identifying and manipulating the organizational behaviors,

nurturing alliances, and modifying the work environment to keep their fingers on the

pulse of the organization.

The administrative leadership teams are not alone in providing instructional

direction for the schools; other members of the organization—teachers, parents, students,

and community members—assist them. The administrative leadership teams are the first
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level in a multilayered social order of school management; thus, their input provides the

direction that the organization takes in completing the task of educating children. This

research analyzed the conduits of socio-political collaboration that began with the

administrative leadership team and continued along the organizational hierarchy of the

schools. The next segment of the research deals with other formal power groups in the

organizational hierarchy. Each campus has its own organizational profile, and the interns

had to learn to identify each unique configuration.

Formal Power Groups

Academic site-based decision making has provided a mechanism for the inclusion

of a variety of participants in the school-management process. The mechanisms discussed

in this section will be identified as committees and academic/grade-level teams.

Committees are short-term groups designed to tackle a problem and are usually

disbanded after the problem is solved. On the other hand, academic or grade-level teams,

also called learning communities, are instructionally based and are concerned more with

the implementation of instructional strategies and the outcomes of student performance.

Academic/grade-level teaming is a long-term approach designed to bring together groups

of individuals for the sole purpose of enhancing academic performance. Both of these

entities provided an opportunity to communicate and monitor outcomes of their decisions

in the educational process.

Committees and academic/grade-level teams have created a fundamental change

in the roles of the school administrators and teachers and have altered the socio-political
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landscape of a more traditional school governance structure model. In a more traditional

top–down hierarchical model of school governance, the administrators are at the apex and

the teachers are at the base. The administrators possessed all the power and the teachers

were limited to the sidelines in the decision-making process of the school environment.

Site-based decision making offers a horizontal approach to school management.

Management by committee often creates specialized spheres of influence where group

members wield power and influence historically possessed by the administrators.

Depending on the leadership style, degree of shared decision making, and other

socialization factors, the AIs collaborated with one or more committees or committee

members to foster alliances and create networks to complete their assigned tasks.

In this research, the AIs were included in the daily decision-making process of

school administration, which included tasks and duties described in chapter 2. Their

status as assistant principals allowed the AIs the opportunity to participate in formal

group interactions, such as the discipline committee, PTA, ARD review committee, and

campus security committee. These committees were comprised of school faculty

members and held various degrees of responsibility to the campus as a whole. During

these interactions, the AIs had an opportunity to get to know the socio-political

stakeholders and their standing in the socio-political hierarchy of the school organization.

In one instance, BM21 was assigned a variety of data collecting tasks that were

time consuming and tedious. He realized early that completing these tasks was going to

be impossible without the help of others. When asked how long it took to enlist the help

of the office staff, BM21 offered the following observation:
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It took me 6 weeks to figure it out. And that's figuring out not only who is in
charge and who is more efficient than others, but it's also figuring out through
multiple interactions what's the efficient and most effective way to work with
them. I would say it took a minimum of 6 weeks of trial and error. You ask them
one way and you get a certain response. You ask it a different way, you get a
different response. And that takes time. So I'm thinking 6 weeks, 2 months before
I felt really comfortable to walk up to one or other and say, “I need this in this
format, how do I get that?” “Can you help me get that?” And then after that it was
a breeze because I could go ask them anything and they would help me get
whatever I could get. (BM2102, 450-537)

These remarks described the process BM21 used to identify, classify, and influence the

clerks and secretaries to assist him in the completion of his duties. The individual tactics

and strategies that he used will be discussed later in the chapter.

The campus leadership team often creates groups or committees to address an

issue or carry out a predetermined process. The AIs witnessed an array of socio-political

interactions and were often involved in the process. It became obvious that the AIs were

able to identify the social order of group membership and the degree of influence they

had on each other and on the educational process of the school.

So there were the administrators putting into place those formal groups to begin to
address the problems of the school. So we have department chairs, we have team
leaders, we have a climate committee and a discipline committee. Those were all
groups that were formally put together that had specific tasks that met at specific
times on a regular basis, and we created that sort of structure to formally attack
the problems. (BM2102, 66-69)

They do grade level meetings and then they do team-leaders from each grade
level they get together in group. The whole faculty has their faculty meetings and
then it's subdivided like CAC, PTA, different things. I sat in on maybe one team
leader meeting and we covered their class (with a substitute teacher) and got
together and voice their concerns so we can see where they are all working
together and what's affecting the next grade level and how it's impacting. So a lot
of things are done there. (AF3501, 198-199)
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There was spillover. Yeah, definitely, some of the people on the IMPACT
committee were also on the LPAC committee. I think usually people who are
active tend to be called upon quite a bit to serve in different committees. (BF2402,
60-63)

So, you know, let’s say that there was a group of three that sort of hung
informally. They might be on three separate committees, formal committees. One
might be part of the special education committee. One might be part of the
department chair’s committee, and one might be part of the team leaders
committee. I didn’t feel like they were all hanging together, they were all part of
the same formal groups, but they were sort of the power players. (BM2102, 70-
71)

Some school campuses create formal groups that address issues that pertain to

their position in the organization. For example, academic or grade-level teams were a

type of formal power group easily identifiable because of their role in the educational

process. Yet, as the AIs witnessed, these groups did not address just instructional policies

and procedures.

There was also at the school I was at there is a pilot ESL [English as a Second
Language] program, and that was a clique in and of itself because they were
teamed together, they shared all the same kids. It was like there was a school
within a school….They tried to bring people in with the same philosophy, but
they were together because they shared the same kids, and they did a lot of
integrative thematic things and things like that. (BM2201, 126-143)

I think by and large at the secondary I did see a lot of positive things come out of
it [team/committee meetings] and people really asking questions that needed to be
asked. They were hard questions, they were so vocal but they didn’t directly
impact the new initiatives that came in. But some programs [that] they had not
had in the previous years they now do. (AF3502, 82-93)

AF35’s observation was that the formal power group addressed issues that were

pertinent to the team. She also perceived that the group possessed sufficient socio-

political capital as they attempted to address issues that did not pertain to their area of

influence. The group she observed had sufficient political power to influence the
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implementation of other programs that were not directly related to their formal academic

team.

BF22, on the other hand, observed the ESL team keep to itself by limiting group

membership. The commonalities of the group members allowed for the complete

isolation of the group, even though they were involved in the educational process of a

certain segment of the student population.

In some instances, one single person wielded an inordinate amount of power. In

the following examples, the AIs observed non-administrative personnel creating and

maintaining their own socio-political influence and power in overseeing educational

policies and procedures.

In the first example, BF22 observed a teacher successfully implementing

instructional policies in the school campus where she had worked for a decade. This

teacher also was able to assist the AI in enforcing school scheduling procedure by

directly intervening in the process. Her role as grant director did not provide the formal

authority to intercede on the scheduling procedures, yet she possessed enough socio-

political capital to assist the AI in compelling staff members to comply with the process.

She was a teacher at the beginning of the year and we got a new grant position,
and she’s the director of the smaller learning communities grant. So she is playing
both roles. She is able to maneuver; for instance, today we had some teachers who
didn’t do the scheduling process right and I said, “Who are they?” She said, “I
don’t want to give names, let me try to deal with it.” She was a buffer and she was
able to maneuver and get things done. If I would have dealt with it would have
been, “What the hell were you thinking?....I’m writing a memo to put in your
[teacher performance] folder.” (BF2201, 188-193)
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By virtue of being the grant administrator, this teacher was able to influence her

colleagues into following a change into the instructional procedure. BF22 also described

the leadership ability of the teacher as she attempted to change well-entrenched

instructional procedures. All of this was done with very little validation from the

administrative leadership team.

She’s an extremely good communicator. She had to present some stuff to the
faculty that wasn’t necessarily pleasant. The smaller learning community grant is
going to ultimately mean that teachers are going to have to teach more, they are
going to have more prep. She is just real honest. She is not condescending in any
form or shape and she is real open. She tells them, “I’m not sure if I would
necessarily have liked it when I was a teacher, let’s talk about these things.” She
is a good communicator. That’s really what the bottom line is. She is honest about
it. She doesn’t try to snow anybody. She wasn’t trying to sell them anything. She
was trying to give them the information and let them buy into it. She really
believes in shared decision making. I watch her. She got buy in from everybody.
She could have just come in and said this is what I want to do, this is what we
should do. And done it that way. But she chose not to. She kept her perspective
that she had as a teacher. (BF2201, 188-193)

Other AIs also indicated that a variety of individuals on their campus possessed

socio-political capital. These individuals influenced or created social/professional

networks that were intricately woven into the decision-making process of the school.

I think it was when you go to faculty meetings and you hear, well, this person is
going to do the presentation, and the others are just kind of standing in the wings.
Or, “I need for you to do this,” and that person is being asked to do it. “I need for
you to go to this meeting for me,” and this person is able to do it. Once they see
that one person, like the teacher’s pet, once they see, oh, well, you’re the teacher’s
pet. You get to do everything or you get to meet with the teachers all the time.
(BF2301, 64-65)

I guess by following through on what she [instructional coordinator] says she is
going to do. She is in the classroom. She is offering support. She is listening. She
is valuing. I'm around her because we are in the same commons every day. Her
desk is across the way. I see that more often teachers coming in. And that's how
I've gotten to know all the teachers is because they constantly come in and check
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on their benchmarks or check on textbooks, which she helps direct, this kind of
stuff. But she is sort of the underbelly in the know all the time because she has so
much direct contact. (AF3501, 260-262)

I think people who meet and collaborate with their ideas and just maybe their
location a lot has to do with how they mingle with each other or their content
area, personalities, I think has a lot to do with it. I guess those would be my
general ideas about it. People who are part of teams, organized system teams,
CAC or department leaders who will get together on their own. (AF3502, 21-25)

These descriptive accounts explained the importance of membership in formal

power group structures and the influence they possessed in the organizational hierarchy.

These components of the organization were easily identifiable because of their prominent

role in the educational process. Group interaction is a vital part of the educational

process. Group member collaboration is an important link in the internal socio-political

process of a school.

The next section analyzes the AIs’ observations of actors in a school as they

attempted to create, infiltrate, disrupt, or reconfigure informal group structures in which

they were participants.

Informal Power Groups

The following exposition describes how the AIs observed formal group members

associating with other staff members in an informal manner. During these interactions,

individuals created informal power group structures that met their individual or group

socio-political needs.

Micropolitics at this level involve strategic contests among school stakeholders

over socio-political capital that allows them to control their own fate and often the fate of
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others. The concept of site-based decision-making has permitted the involvement of

people from all levels of the organization. With decision-making power comes conflict.

As in many organizations, conflict arises when goals, values, or philosophies differ.

Informal power groups are identified as persons who may or may not be involved in

formal group interaction but are actively collaborating with staff members in a

professional or nonprofessional manner to acquire or maintain their status in the

organization.

The very nature of a large organization promotes the development and cultivation

of formal and informal groups. These two groups comprise a larger political system

where members attempt to exploit political opportunities to create or amass political

resources. Each group maintains a sphere of influence, which may or may not intersect in

the educational process of the school organization. The AIs had to learn to use

socialization tactics to identify group membership and the role each player had in the

overall scheme of things. Many of the socialization tactics were discussed in Marshall

and Mitchell’s (1991) study of administrator socialization. In the following illustrations,

the AIs described the social process, content, and character of a variety of informal power

groups present at their school campuses.

In the following passages these administrative interns described the socialization

process that they observed during their clinical experiences. They reported that the

examination of group interactions in the political arena gave them insight into what social

mechanisms the group members used to network within the organization.
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I think people who meet and collaborate with their ideas and just maybe their
location, a lot has to do with how they mingle with each other or their content
area, personalities, I think has a lot to do with it. I guess those would be my
general ideas about it. People who are part of teams, organized system teams,
CAC or department leaders who will get together [informally]. They could be,
because I think if they spend a lot of time on campus as these informal groups,
they develop relationships out of that, that could continue in other areas [formal
groups]. (AF3502, 21-25)

At the elementary there is more opportunity to see more people in the faculty
lounge, more people interacting in the office. People send little notes to each
other, little gifts in their boxes. There's more efforts made to get together.
(AF3501, 148-149)

I saw people that would sit together at all the meetings and kind of hang with their
group. I saw interactions in the hallways. I saw, you know, in the mailroom and
the copy room, people who would congregate towards each other. They were
more outgoing in addressing each other. But I guess the main thing would just be
in meetings and faculty meetings who would sit together and who would
immediately go towards someone when they saw them. (AF3502, 46-59)

Let’s say if we were having a faculty meeting you would see that before the
meeting began they would kind of go to the table wherever someone was sitting at
and sit by and talk to them a little bit. Then when the meeting began they would
kind of move and go wherever their team or group was sitting. (BF2302, 76-77)

At one campus I worked with the academic committee and we created a Writing
Across the Curriculum Guide for the campus. One person per team and an English
department chair. We tried to pull in even those that taught athletics, they were
pulled in as well. We were trying to generate writing through all disciplines,
basically. I mean at lunchtime you would see them in the cafeteria. I’m trying to
go back to what I saw. I would see them during lunchtime. Sometimes during
school, they would visit each other’s classrooms, and the lounge, a couple of
times you would see them. They were, let’s say in the cafeteria they were sitting
next to each other and basically having a conversation, kind of laughing about
some things, not too serious, a lot of times joking around. (BF2302, 75-77)

Beyond that, then it was sort of more department related, especially with the
newer teachers. Teachers within departments tended to gravitate toward each
other because they were working more closely with each other. But that didn’t
necessarily pan out for the whole year. What I would call friendships, the
nonprofessional working relationships, the informal groupings of friendships that
started to cross departmental lines, started to cross grade-level lines and then
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that’s when you just saw those teachers with these teachers. Professionally they
didn’t cross paths very much. (BM2102, 38-51)

Let me see, when I think about it, I know a few in the more academically focused
group, they had the ability or the flexibility to be able to be a part of both [formal
and informal groups]. They might hear some things or be able to go to the other
group and then bring their concerns or bring their views back to the more
academic type group. I guess I could see some that would cross over. (AM3202,
51-54)

Some of them within their departments would hang out a lot together. It was very
compartmentalized. So you would see them together a lot. I think personalities a
lot of times has a lot to do with that. The dynamics of people who are drawn to
each other. (AF3502, 50-52)

AM32, AF35, BM21, and BF23 noted that the formation of informal groups in their

schools stemmed from the informal interaction of staff members in formal group settings.

The following examples illustrate how the AIs perceived that sometimes age or

teaching experience dictated the composition of informal power groups.

So, to establish the cliques, first of all you had to get to know all of who was new
and who wasn’t, and the ones that tended to gravitate towards each other were the
veteran teachers that knew each other. Those were the ones that I noticed quicker
than others, the veteran teachers that had worked with each other before and had
relationships with each other. (BM2102, 38-40)

Let’s say that there was a group of three that sort of hung informally. They might
be on three separate committees, formal committees. One might be part of the
Special Ed committee. One might be part of the department chair’s committee,
and one might be part of the team leaders committee. I didn’t feel like they were
all just hanging around together, they were all part of the same formal groups, but
they were sort of the power players. They weren't just power players, they were
the veteran teachers. (BM2102, 70-71)

Yeah, there’s a young clique here. It’s not just all young but there’s a lot of
energy and there’s a lot of sharing and it’s not just departmental. Like there’s five
of us that are training for the marathon. I mean there’s a shared common bond
there. (BF2201, 170-171)
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The dynamics of people who are drawn to each other. I don’t know if age has
anything to do but I did see a lot of the younger late 20s, late 30s crowd hanging
together. They seem to be on the same page. (AF3502, 50-51)

I think the older informal group had a lot of influence. They had a better
relationship with the administration. A lot of sidebar during duty: “Hey this is
what we’re discussing, what do you think?” So I think they made themselves
more accessible to the administration. They were more comfortable addressing us
in an informal setting as opposed to during formal meetings. (AF3401, 64-78)

AF34 also noted, “In my informal groups that I observed at that the elementary setting,

we had an informal older group and an informal younger group” (AF3401, 52-57).

BF22 and AF35 noted that individuals with similar philosophical attitudes

bonded, and several independent staff members created their own informal power group

on their campus.

The informal group that I was most aware of and worked with the most was
actually a very positive force for kids. When people would get stressed out and
they didn’t know what to do, they were very motivating, very energizing for
people. They were very welcoming for new people into their group. They were
parts of the English department with other people who had joined them along the
way. It wasn’t a formal group as far as it wasn’t the entire English department. It
was those that worked well together and had common interests outside of work.
And many of these people had been working together for 10 years. But it wasn’t
exclusive, it wasn’t solely the English department, but they were the driving
factor of the group. It took time for people who were not in that department to
join that group. It was a very, very stable department for years. So that probably
had something to do with the size because some of the members had been around
for awhile. (BF2202, 58-72)

The people who shared similar philosophies, for instance, there was a group of
teachers that really enjoyed punishing the athletic kids. It wasn’t just teachers.
They had some Special Ed aides that were there. They had one of the guys that
helps in the cafeteria. They had their own little clique on “how can we get a kid
today” kind of thing. Then there were the teachers with the philosophy of trying
to work with the kids, “we’re going to try to do everything.” That was an evident
clique there among the teachers. (BF2201, 126-143)
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I guess if there is common concerns or if you have specific grade levels that
shares management issues, those teachers will bond together as a way to try to
work it out or figure out what the problem is or vent to each other and they came
together. (AF3501, 229-230)

Another factor that contributed to informal power group formation was social

nonprofessional events that occurred during school hours on school property.

You start to see the people that leave the building together. You see the people
that are hanging out in the teachers’ lounge together or they are hanging out at the
conference room together. They talk in groups in the hallway. You tend to see
them on a regular basis with members of their informal groups where they
normally wouldn’t see them professionally, you see them informally, between
classes. Mostly it’s like after school, they are leaving the building together and
you know they either live near each other or they are going to go have coffee or
something together. (BM2102, 34-37)

Going back to the elementary experience, I was aware of informal groups. One
that I participated in was the birthday club. They asked me when I got there if I
wanted to participate, and basically one person was in charge; we put our
birthdays together and we picked out a date, and since I was only going to be
there for one semester, I got a fake birthday and we basically celebrated the
birthday. If you were in charge of that birthday you bought a cake and a card and
everyone signed it. We had a time that we would meet, a place that we would
meet and so they invited me to participate in this birthday club. (BF2402, 26-27)

I think there were other groups of teachers who got together and just did sort of
what I did with my school group. They kind of get together and go for dinner.
These weren’t necessarily teachers that I had a lot of contact with, but I think they
had their own circle of friends that I think they would do something social, they
would have some different social events. (2402, 32-35)

The elementary had a very strong sense of community, so they really did a lot of
things together. If there was someone who was ill, we all knew about it. They
would communicate to everyone that someone was ill and let us know if we could
call or not call or if we wanted to contribute to purchasing some flowers.
(BF2402, 36-37)

We did have informal groups at the high school. I didn’t get to participate very
much, but occasionally on staff development days we would get a group—it may
be one other administrator and the parent specialist and a teacher or two—and we
would go and have lunch at a nearby restaurant. We did that a few times, which
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was really nice because that was a time that we connected or bonded. (BF2402,
55)

I had several of them [informal groups], after you watched for a while you could
figure out who the little cliques are. They would ask me to go get a drink or go do
this or go do that after school. They would say, “We’re going to happy hour, do
you want to come?” (AM3102, 53)

Especially at the secondary level, it was very evident who the informal groups
were just when they came back on Monday and spoke at our committee, and they
would talk, oh yeah, this is what we did this weekend. (AF3401, 179-185)

I think there are more [informal groups] at the secondary level. More, let’s go to
dinner, let’s go to happy hour, let’s hang out, let’s meet for the game, that type of
stuff. I think there are more opportunities for social events. (AF3502, 72-75)

Social functions played a major role in creating a non-threatening atmosphere in

which staff members from across the organizational hierarchy interacted and socialized.

Many of these events were also instrumental in creating and maintaining information

networks within the school organization.

Through the eyes of the AIs, informal power groups were totally interwoven into

the socio-political activity of their school campus. Each AI was able to observe informal

power group membership and activity, regardless of the amount of time spent at the

campus. Some AIs even engaged in and supported informal power groups during their

clinical experiences. Some AIs made a point of entering into these social organizations at

different levels, whereas other AIs intentionally kept them at arm’s length. Regardless, all

the AIs had very little difficulty identifying informal power groups, their membership,

and their socio-political influence on the educational process of the school.
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Research Question 2: Degrees of Power Perceived

This section discusses the findings of the research that pertain to Research

Question 2: What are the AI’s perceptions of their relative influence on formal and

informal power groups?

The AIs’ contextual knowledge base for power is derived from their experiences

as teachers. As fledgling administrators, AIs are thrust into scenarios where their

perspective of the educational process is no longer that of a teacher but of a school

administrator. As assistant principals they are bestowed with formal authority that

provides socio-political opportunities that the position of teacher does not offer. In this

study, the AIs’ clinical experiences provided them opportunities to create and manage

socio-political coalitions and obligations in what Burns (1995) called “exchange

currency” of organizational life from an administrator’s perspective.

The concept of power varied from AI to AI. Their perceptions ranged from the

ability to accomplish their assigned tasks to the ability to coerce members or groups into

complying with their directives.

The following section describes the AIs’ perceptions of the degrees of power that

comes with the position of the assistant principal. As a member of the administrative

team, AIs are given formal authority on the school campus—limited in its scope but

legitimate nonetheless. That authority permitted the AIs to maneuver through the school’s

socio-political hierarchy from the top down.

Several of the subjects chosen for this research had already participated in the

site-based decision-making process and had taken an active leadership role as classroom
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teachers. As teachers, the AIs did not have a position of authority, such as that of the

school administrators on the organizational hierarchy, but their contributions to the

decision-making process gave them an awareness of the process. As AIs, the subjects

were allowed to witness and participate in the decision-making process at the highest

levels in the school organization. Each AI’s perception and utilization of power varied

greatly. Each AI’s observations and awareness and actions varied from site to site,

situation to situation. The following excerpts provided insight into the AI’s firsthand

knowledge and reactions to school leadership and the micropolitics of school

organizations.

BF22

At the time of her first interview, BF22 had just completed her first year as an AI

and was beginning her 2nd year at the high school level. The first semester at the

elementary level was boring for her. Nine years of experience as a high school teacher

shaped her conceptual framework of the educational process from a secondary-level

viewpoint and gave her very little insight into the procedures at the elementary school

level.

The principal’s recognition of passive observation as a learning tool in

supervision left BF22 feeling underutilized and powerless. She made that point very

clear, as shown in the following excerpts. Additionally, the condescension displayed by

the other assistant principal gave her a negative impression of elementary-level
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leadership. As was discussed earlier in this chapter, the other assistant on campus was

threatened by her presence at the school.

The principal introduced me as an administrative intern. There was only one
assistant principal there and it didn’t have a real big effect. It was clear that I
didn’t have much power. A lot of simple things that were easily understood were
explained to me by the other assistant principal almost as overkill. To a degree
like explaining to a child. (BF2201, 7-13)

Her participation was limited by the amount of hands-on experience assigned to

her by the principal. The principal made it clear that she was to be “his mentee,” as she

put it. The principal’s expectation of the internships on his campus was that these people

were being groomed to be principals and had to be exposed to that perspective. It was

clear that he thought that by “shadowing” him, BF22 would receive the best perspective

of campus-level school leadership in action. He believed that the best method for training

would be passive observation.

He had a high trust level in me and basically let me do anything I wanted to do. I
just wasn’t very knowledgeable about the elementary level. In fact, he wanted me
to do some things that I wasn’t too sure about, like curriculum issues. But he was
sure I had the confidence to do it, even though I wasn’t sure I did. In fact, my
desk was in his office. He allowed me to listen in on all parent phone calls. He let
me sit in on all the parent conferences. He kept me basically involved in
everything he was involved in. I went to every meeting with him. He wanted to
make sure that I felt comfortable and felt trained. (BF2201, 33)

BF22 had a totally different experience at the middle school level. She was

allowed to be part of the campus leadership team and did participate in the daily

processes of the school. The high level of collaboration, the acceptance and support from

the staff, and the principal’s validation of her role as an assistant principal had a positive

impact on BF22, but she still felt limits to her socio-political power.
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She [the middle school principal] basically introduced me as an administrative
intern but that I would be pretty much equal to the other assistant principals as far
as helping out and doing anything that needed to be done in the building…. She is
going to be doing everything that everybody else does. She put the disclaimer on
it (BF2201, 16-21, 82)

Middle school, there really wasn’t an introduction because I started second
semester. I think, yeah, there was a brief one. I was just a year behind the Cohort
1 person, so she introduced me as that person’s replacement. Everybody loved
that person so it was a good way to be introduced. It automatically got me friends
and support and trust, and here I was the assistant principal. So the mere fact that
they didn’t say “intern” validated me. (BF2201, 98-103)

At the middle school level we had high levels of collaboration between me and
the assistant principal that I worked with. Also the principal, anytime they needed
anything, if we needed to work together it was good. (BF2201, 71)

First of all I was only there [at the middle school] a semester and I was only half
day. Our positions were not completely defined as to what all we could do. So we
were seen as an intern with limited power. (2202, 176-179)

At the high school level BF22’s confidence increased as she began to create

networks with the staff. The 2nd year of the SLA program, the AIs are assigned to one

campus for the whole year. This allowed BF22 more time to identify members of formal

and informal power groups and the influence they had on the educational process of the

school. She also perceived some semblance of stability because she stayed at one campus

all year and the role and responsibilities as an assistant principal were clearly defined.

[At the high school], despite some of the issues, there is high collaboration. We
meet once a week and any time when we are trying to start something new, there
is a lot of discussion, and there is a lot of dialogue, more so than I’ve seen at the
high schools that I’ve worked at. Personalities are put aside and work gets done.
Things aren’t taken personally here, which is important. (BF2201, 71)

It was a very different role last year to where we are this year. Last year I was an
extra. Last year was my learning year. I had some responsibilities but it wasn’t
anything really, I mean I just did extra things for people or I did one project. This
year, I have 500 kids that I’m responsible for, and the buck stops at my door as far
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as those kids are concerned. If I’m not put on the same playing field then, like, if
you think about having a student teacher, it’s on that same level. A kid looks at
like, well, that’s not really my teacher. This would be, well, that’s not really my
evaluator. That’s not really my principal. So it was very important to level the
playing field. (BF2201, 104-107)

During her second interview, BF22 was already well entrenched into the culture

of the high school. The responsibility of supervising students increased her perception of

the amount of socio-political power at the high school level. She felt that this

responsibility and the validation as an assistant principal also equalized her in regard to

the other members of the campus leadership team and the school staff. She had

established herself at the top levels of the socio-political hierarchy of the school. She also

had established a relationship and nurtured a network with the school’s English

department. She used her position as an assistant principal to champion the causes of that

department and accrue socio-political capital in the process.

It came from my ability to build relationships with people. In the past people that
had worked with that department didn’t struggle to build relationships. They were
very much into “I am the administrator and you are beneath me.” That exists still
in some departments with a particular administrator. And our principal is not a
very extroverted, she is not outgoing. She doesn’t build relationships well. That’s
probably the thing that comes easiest for me. I saw my role with them as more of
“I am an advocate for you. You tell me what you need and I will help you get it.”
To them, that was a very unique role for an administrator. (BF2202, 100-103)

Part of it was because I was a new administrator. Part of it is knowing that I’m
new and I don’t have years of being an administrator on my back, carrying it
around. I don’t think I carry a personality where I come in and, “Oh my God, here
I am, I’m your evaluator.” I attended all the department meetings and I was also
in their area. They hadn’t had an administrator roaming their area, they told me, in
years. I was visible. I would check to see how they were doing and what they
needed in the beginning. For them, they said that was a very unique situation.
(BF2202, 134-135)
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BF22 made a concerted effort to create relationships with members of the school

staff. She observed a power vacuum within the campus leadership team and proceeded to

create a network within the English department. She believed her personality and

demeanor allowed her to transcend the socio-political barriers that the department had

built up throughout the years.

These next statements give some insight into just how much power BF22 believed

she had as an administrative intern at the high school level. She felt she had enough

power and confidence to coerce staff members into complying with school policy or

suffer the consequences.

If I would have dealt with it, it would have been; “What the hell were you
thinking? ...I am going to write an insubordination memorandum to put into your
teacher folder.” (BF2201, 194)

Yes, and that did give me, I guess, I hate the word power. (BF2202, 104)

I mean there is a power difference basically. I couldn’t have done it as a teacher. I
couldn’t have done it as a department head because I had access to the principal. I
had access to people they didn’t have access to. I didn’t really win a whole lot, but
I was at least able to tell them, “This is what I’m trying to fight for you.” I also
had time they don’t have to do those things, because they are in the classroom
teaching. (2202, 108-117)

 It was interesting that during this interview BF22 did not care for the term power.

The term brought to mind negative connotations that she had created of administrators

during her classroom teaching experiences. Yet, she was willing and able to use her

power to accomplish all her assigned tasks on campus. She was proactive in building a

power base that no other administrator had at that school. She used her accessibility to the
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campus leadership team to create an information network that increased the perception of

a positive working environment within the English department.

BF24

BF24’s first semester was at the elementary level where she was assigned various

tasks and duties during her tenure. One of her duties that provided a large amount of

tension was checking the teacher’s lesson plans every week. It seemed that she was

uncomfortable confronting teachers who did not comply with the school policy.

I didn’t want it to be perceived as policing for lesson plans because I would write
positive comments. I was very delicate about my suggestions. They felt like I had
very high expectations for lesson plans. It wasn’t a bad thing, but they felt a little
bit pressured by it, and I wasn’t real comfortable yet with being the administrator
and also dealing with elementary, which was not an area that I was that
comfortable yet. So it was a little bit of discomfort for me but in the end, you
know, I think that the teachers had accountability. Like there was a teacher who
came that hadn’t been turning in lesson plans, and I would hear the whole story
about “how busy I am” and “I know what I’m doing, I don’t have to write it
down.” And then I would say, “I understand. I am a teacher and I can’t say that
every day that I taught I had a lesson plan, but most of the time that I did. It’s
always good to have a roadmap so you can know where you are going.” I had a
few of those conversations with those people, and some people would turn in
lesson plans that were handwritten, really messy, couldn’t be read. Everyone had
a different lesson plan format that they used. So actually it was really a challenge
for me. (BF2402, 83-85)

BF24 used several tactics to prevent conflict that arose from her task of checking

lesson plans. She used her teacher experiences to negotiate with the teachers who were

having a hard time conforming. Nevertheless, she continued to monitor the lesson plans

and had most of the teachers complying with the school policy.
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During her second semester at the middle school, BF24 had more confidence

because she had 13 years of experience at the secondary level. She was well received by

the principal, and the duties and tasks assigned to her did not put her in a confrontational

situation with the staff. She felt that she had a sense of power because she had tasks and

duties that gave her a sense of purpose. These tangible objectives provided her the

opportunity to showcase her talents. She also valued the opportunity to network with the

staff members during campus leadership team meetings.

I was very well received, the principal was extremely positive, had real strong
systems in place. My confidence level was even up more so because I felt, the fact
that I was in secondary. More bells, elementary school with extremely quiet and
calm, but I was in a small elementary school compared to the middle school,
hearing the bells and people moving around every 50 minutes. That was kind of in
my blood. (BF2401, 11)

The principal took me, which was part of the program, he took me to every single
meeting and what I really liked about that is I think he helped me network. He
introduced me to all these people and always in a real positive tone, and I was
included in a lot of activity. I was pretty much considered another principal, as an
assistant principal on the campus even though I was an intern. (BF2401, 17)

As far as a sense of power, I would think I would have to say I had more of a
sense of, just not really having power, but my internship was a strong at the
middle school. I had a very, very organized principal who had very clear
expectations. I think I probably had more of a sense of power when I was
shadowing these principals. They would give me tasks and I would follow
through. I would deliver a product, be it a PowerPoint presentation. There were
clear expectations so I really felt like I was actually doing something. (BF2402,
71)

In her 2nd year of clinical experience BF24 spent the entire school year at the

high school level. Her experience at this level was not all positive. She did wield power

up to a certain point but as she pointed out, the principal’s intervention at certain

instances created dilemmas.
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I think basically my first year, as far as, I think the internship at the elementary
school and the middle school, I really learned about tasks, but I was shadowing a
principal. It was a wonderful learning experience to be able to shadow, but I
didn’t work as much with discipline. When I went into the high school level, it
seemed like the whole focus or a large percent of the focus was discipline. I guess
I had a sense of power in that I could make some decisions on what consequences
there would be for the children. But it was such an overwhelming experience that
I felt was very limited. (BF2402, 68-71)

I felt like at the high school level actually that my power was very limited. At any
time and occasionally it did occur, whatever decision I made it could be changed
by the principal. There were times that I made a move or called central office and
then was reprimanded. It was very different because I had more independence as
an intern shadowing principals than I had as an assistant principal. I think I
always knew that decisions that I made could be overturned by the principal if the
principal didn’t agree. I didn’t feel empowered at the high school level although I
had lots of duties that I would follow through on and most of those duties didn’t
get questioned.

Occasionally if there was an incident with a student, I made a decision, for
example, a suspension; there were a couple of times that the principal would state,
“You aren’t going to like this but I made the decision to change this.” She would
kind of explain why and I would just respectfully disagree. I wouldn’t argue about
it but honestly the feelings were there that I felt like, hmm, I’m feeling powerless
because here I followed through, I have documentation, and there was maybe a
technicality there, and she would make a call and I would just have to accept it.
(BF2402, 93-97)

BF24’s perception of power changed from the middle school to the high school

even though she had more responsibilities at the high school level. Her frustration was

clear when she stated that she felt powerless during the incident where the principal

intervened on a disciplinary issue. The evolution of BF24’s perception of power and how

much she wielded demonstrated that completing tasks did not really give her more power.

She stated that she got a certain amount of satisfaction in creating a tangible final product

and being responsible for student discipline, but in the end it was not really an increase in
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socio-political power. She also felt limited in power when the principal of the high school

would overturn her decisions concerning student discipline.

AM31

AM31 was assigned to a foundational school at his first semester clinical position.

He entered at a time when the school administrative team was new to the school and to

each other and was in the process of preparing for opening-day procedures. When all the

dust cleared, he was assigned to help the sixth-grade assistant principal.

First of all, at the elementary I’m an assistant principal. That’s how I was
introduced and nobody ever says “intern” at all. Which is good, I guess. At the
middle school it was, “This is my administrative intern and we’re going to treat
him like an assistant principal. We’re going to tell the kids he’s an assistant
principal and he has the same rights and responsibilities.” That was, like, the third
or fourth meeting that we had with the teachers...the first three I wasn’t introduced
at all. I honestly think it was lost in the shuffle, trying to make sure this thing
[opening-day procedures] gets off right. (AM3101, 92-93)

They started 2 weeks early because they were a foundational school. When we got
out of class [at the SLA] we reported to the campus the following week. So it was
kind of a 2-week window where they were doing a lot of work and training with
their teachers and all kinds of stuff that I didn’t get in on. So I had a little delay as
far as getting into where my role was and what I did. The principal and I only
talked originally, she had no picture or vision of what my role was. So she was so
tied up in trying to get the school functioning and running and everything that my
role kind of took a secondary nature. Basically I just found places where things
that needed to be done and kind of filled roles and spots. (AM3101, 13)

Yeah, the experience that I had was closely enough related to what the teachers
were going through in sixth grade. A lot of them were new to that kind of
environment that provided me a certain amount of power. You know, when you
introduce somebody as an assistant principal you get X amount of power until you
prove that you can’t handle that. (AM3102, 104-105)
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Even though AM31 had no secondary experience, he was confident enough to

realize that because of the state of affairs at the middle school he had to take the initiative

to create tasks and duties for himself. He was willing to independently find ways to assist

the leadership team on that campus. He observed that the socio-political hierarchy was

still being formed, and he had enough confidence to incorporate himself into the

decision-making process despite having no secondary experience. He also believed that

he had enough socio-political power as an AI to contribute to the general management of

the school process.

During the second semester at the elementary level, AM31 observed a clearly

delineated chain of command. Yet, he also observed a power vacuum, filled it, and used

it to contribute to the educational process of the school. He believed that being perceived

as a member of the campus leadership team came with a certain level of socio-political

capital. For example, he observed that faculty members came to him instead of to the

teacher’s leadership team when a decision had to be made. The perception of the teachers

was that he had enough power to make a decision, even though he had only been at that

campus for one month.

When the elementary principal is there, people go to her first, unless it’s
something they’ve established a line of command; like discipline doesn’t go to the
principal, it comes straight to the assistant principal. The interesting dynamic is
often times they are...they will both be gone and I will be there to do what needs
to be done. There’s a certain dependence on the administrative team....They’ve
tried to establish this teacher leadership team but there will be people that come in
and ask me questions about things that they know a whole lot more about than I
do, having been there the entire time, but still expect me to make the decision or
whatever, having only been there for a month. (AM3101, 76-77)
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It was evident that at this level he felt much more confident that he could

contribute to the management and the academic focus of the school. He felt that his

classroom teaching experience of opening a new school gave him the credibility and thus

the power to offer assistance to the school staff.

I think that changing schools in December is an issue. For me it hasn’t been that
big a deal because it’s going kind of home, back to elementary school, into places
that I’m very familiar with, into a situation that I’ve lived through, because
opening a brand new school is like no other situation that I’ve ever lived through.
I did it at [an elementary school] and was very successful there and then have
been able to come into this elementary and say, “Yeah, there are some things that
we need to fix.” I can say those things and people are okay with that because I
have some amount of credibility, having been at a school that was Exemplary
within 4 years of opening.

A teacher was doing something and I was able to go in and say, “You
know, when I was teaching over at [the elementary school], I was able to da, da,
da, da,” and just that word, just the fact that I was dealing with kids, the same kids
they deal with, in the same situation that they are going through and we were
successful with it, gives you credibility. I think my experience adds credibility.

I’m also the only male administrator on that campus, which is another
dynamic that comes in because as soon as I walked in the door I became this
disciplinarian. The male assistant principal is automatically known as the
disciplinarian. I think, I’m not sure the administrative team thinks it as much as
they think, “Here’s a person that can take care of this so I don’t have to.” That’s
the perception that I get from the administrative team.

If we’re both sitting in the office, they will bring them to me before they
bring them to her [the other assistant principal], even though she’s been there for
a year and a half. I asked the other AI who was there before, and it wasn’t the
case, it was about 50–50. They call for me on the phone instead of calling for [the
female assistant principal] on the phone to come handle whatever in the
classroom. The office staff is the same; they will call me before they will ask
[her]. I walk in and give the kid a look and he gets right back on task. It’s not that
big a deal, but it’s just interesting. (AM3101, 97-99)

The perception of power for AM31 dealt with his ability to go into classrooms

and assist teachers on instructional matters or with a disciplinary problem. The memory

of his classroom experience permitted him to create a bond with the teachers on that
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campus by relating his experiences to them. He also noted that his gender automatically

gave him the authority to be the disciplinarian in the eyes of both the campus leadership

team and the classroom teachers. He felt that when he addressed student discipline he

filled a power vacuum left by the other administrators. This is the only instance where the

AI’s gender actually played a role in the perception by faculty members. In no other

illustration documented for this research did gender play a dominant role.

AF34

AF34 had 12 years of teaching experience and she felt more at ease at the

elementary level. She assumed that the teachers at the elementary campus did not see her

as a direct threat; they even asked her for some instructional input.

At the elementary setting I felt I had a little bit more power base just because I
came in at the beginning of the school year. I think it was 2 weeks earlier than the
actual school started, but it was still later than when they had actually started. So
when I came in I felt teachers saw me as part of the administrative team. They
asked my opinion on coming in and observing a lesson, showing them how to do
a lesson. I don’t know if that was their comfort level knowing that I used to be an
elementary school teacher, or just because they saw me as part of the
administrative team. (AF343401, 108-112)

She thought that teachers asked for her input because of here elementary classroom

teaching experience.

Her perception of the levels of power at the elementary level was very different

than her perception at the secondary level. Being approachable and assisting in student

academic situations portrayed her as non-threatening to teachers. She also shared her
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elementary classroom experiences, which permitted her to form a bond with some of the

teachers.

At the secondary level socio-political power was imparted because of her

effectiveness as a disciplinarian. Both the students and teachers viewed her accessibility

and visibility as a security agent on the school campus. This in turn allowed her to build

professional relationships with the staff at the school.

At the secondary level I was a little bit more in the background. I was more of an
operational sort of person. I dealt a lot with discipline. Administrative-wise, I was
still sort of in the corner. The administrative leadership team had their team. I
came in January so that was very different. I needed to know the faculty, the
students, the administration within a week in order to be successful. So I was put
under a lot of stress as far as getting to know people’s roles. You talk about
pecking order, there’s definitely a system even within secondary that is totally
different than in the elementary. (AF3401, 82-86)

People at first thought that I was part of a security team as opposed to an
administrator. I was always in classrooms in and out, where other administrators
were in their office. So they saw me as being accessible and they thought of
accessibility as being security. It helped me with the students. I felt I had more
respect because I was visible. I was able to pull them out in the hallway and talk
to them and settle them down, as opposed to somebody bringing a student into the
office. You could address the students in a different way. Like I said before, they
saw me as security. They felt that they were safe as long as I was out there. As far
as going in and saying, asking for administrative help from me, that was not the
case. They always needed me for student help or that’s about it, just student help.
(AF3401, 116-128)

She felt she was successful in gaining people’s respect and trust by being the

enforcer or the security on campus. She, too, saw a leadership void and attempted to fill it

by being accessible and visible. That tactic allowed AF34 to accumulate socio-political

capital with the formal groups on campus. The degree of power came from her ability to
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deal with students and teachers from a disciplinary standpoint. She felt she was extremely

effective in this arena and earned respect from the staff.

AF35

AF35 was assigned to a foundational elementary school during her first semester

as an AI. As in all foundational schools, the administrative team and most of the staff

were new on the campus. This campus administrative team had one principal and two

assistant principals, one having been there the previous year. With that, the AI found

herself dealing with a campus leadership team that was establishing its own socio-

political identity. In time AF35 felt that she had created a relationship and the campus

leadership team involved her in more activities.

Initially I think because there's been a new system put in place with the
foundational status and everybody has been pretty much hired new on board. I
think there were a couple teachers who remained from last year. One of the
administrators was here last year, so everybody was pretty much new. And I think
we were on the same ship together. And overall I think that I've been accepted
pretty well. Maybe a little hesitation at first being busy, focused on a lot of other
things, but it's moved from not necessarily not wanting me included at certain
meetings or forgetting to making sure that they call me on the walkie-talkie and
ask me to be present and share things. And I've moved into more, “Can you
handle this attendance issue, can you handle this discipline problem?” So, it's
certainly been progressive. And as we've gotten to know each other, I think that
my administration here has felt more comfortable with me and allowed me more
input. (AF3501, 23)

AF35 observed that the teachers’ initial hesitation was due to her AI status and

vague position on the socio-political hierarchy of the administrative team. She felt that as

she became more involved in the campus procedures her degree of socio-political power

increased and her credibility began to be established with the teachers.
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I don't know that teachers here really recognized what my role was. They knew
that I was a student in the program. But I think at first it was like okay, she is just
here to observe and not participate. But as they started seeing me more visibly
around campus, they started accepting me, asking me to come to their classrooms,
be a part of their meetings. It wasn't a negative thing. I don't know that they felt
like that I had the authority to do anything right away. So they were more hesitant
to come to me. I'm sort of the inland low person. But as I started working with
discipline and different things, parent issues or what not, they started to see that I
could handle it and that that was part of my persona. (AF3501, 25-27)

I guess seeing me in the hallways dealing with the kids. If they are misbehaving
or doing things that are out of line, dealing with them quickly and effectively and
getting them back in the classroom for instruction. Or if a visitor comes in on
campus, directing them to where they need to be or finding out information. Just
pretty much hands-on situations that arise. I guess just the visibility was the main
key, that I was around or just me offering, “Do you need help with me coming in
to observe your classroom or would you feel comfortable if I did?” And as I came
in I think they dialogued with me more. (AF3501, 28-31)

I think at the elementary maybe it was a little bit different because being viewed
as the intern and you were learning and you are an apprentice in this. If things
were already logically in order or set up and things were going along there was
more opportunity for me to try to get notes or understand processes. If you have
questions, I always felt fine to go back and ask. I don’t think I had power over
anybody. (AF3502, 125)

According to that last statement, AF35 thought she was successful in creating

relationships, establishing networks, and completing her assigned duties, yet she felt

powerless.

In her second semester AF35 was assigned to a high school campus where she

had already established long-term relationships as a teacher with members of the staff.

She felt that her role as an administrator might threaten her relationship with her friends.

As far as the people that I had established relationships with, I don’t know if they,
they treated me the same. They came to me. I think they felt more comfortable
asking me questions or coming to me for support or whatever. But I don’t think
that they viewed me as the Other, like going to the dark side. I know that’s
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happened to some of my colleagues. But they never, even jokingly said that.
(AF3502, 117-121)

Over time, AF35 observed a change in the perception several formal power

groups had of her as an AI. As she became more visible the students’ perceptions

changed, as evidenced in the next statements. She used her role as an assistant principal

to establish credibility with the student body. She stated that at the moment she patrolled

the halls with walkie-talkie in hand her position in the socio-political hierarchy rose. With

that the perception of the teachers also changed, and she became involved in the

instructional process of the school.

The students, at first, had no idea who I was walking onto the campus. I had not
been introduced to them. There was no formal meeting of that. The moment I got
a walkie-talkie in my hand, things changed. It suddenly became, “Who are you?
Are you the new monitor?” No, I’m an assistant principal, and trying to give
myself some credibility even though I’m an intern. So that was interesting. Then
the news traveled rather quickly, then the attitudes of the kids started to change
because once they saw me head down the hall they would disburse or whatever,
prior to that, like 3 or 4 days, nothing. And I could have been anybody. (AF3502,
115-116)

I think going into the classrooms to observe I probably had the most impact. If I
went into, I think there were like four or five teachers that I would go in and
observe and talk with and have dialogue. Some you see changes happening and
they really want to work on classroom management or instruction. Some of the
ideas I brought, I could see being utilized. Then others not. I don’t know if it was
because I was an intern. I mean, I personally felt like, I don’t, I can try to do as
much change as I can, but I don’t know how people view me as being credible or
not. (AF3502, 126-127)

AF35 gradually used her position as an assistant principal to create a position in

the leadership hierarchy of the school. She integrated herself well, carrying out student

discipline, assisting in instructional matters, observing, and carrying on a dialogue with

teachers. Yet she perceived that the degree of her power was limited. It seemed that she
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would have preferred to have more power, even though the power she did have she used

effectively.

BM21

BM21, like all the other AIs, felt that the validation by the principal, as an

assistant principal, was extremely important to their development as leaders on the

campus. He reported that it was very important to be perceived as an assistant principal to

be effective in carrying out his tasks and duties.

Again, I don't remember any kind of formal introductions with the office staff. I
think I was introduced as another assistant principal coming from the Leadership
Academy. So they knew I wasn't a hired assistant principal, but an intern assistant
principal. But I think that it was understood by them that they were to treat me as
another assistant principal. (BM2101, 387-408)

I think it was important that I wasn’t introduced as an intern this year. Yeah, it’s
extremely important. You know it levels the playing field. It means that we all
come in on the same level, same ground level. People have different years of
experience and those bring in different things, but if I had been introduced as the
intern, if I would have been carrying that baggage in, I would just be an extra and
my comments wouldn’t be as valid. I would have to be proving myself over and
over again, I think. (BM2102, 85-87)

BM21 made those last comments in the middle of his second year of clinical

studies. He was assigned to a foundational middle school and was well established in the

campus leadership team. By this time, BM21 was already an integral part of the

educational process of the school. Contrast those comments to the following statements

he made on the first campus he did his clinical studies. As an assistant principal at this

high school campus I was able to observe BM21 take on the responsibilities assigned to

him and complete them efficiently and effectively.
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I didn't consider myself an equal either. I think that the equality part was in the
title and that had more to do with the kids than with the administrators. I think
that I was definitely a student in student mode, I'm learning a new skill. And I felt
like you guys for the most part saw me as a student learning a new skill so you
were willing to take me under your wing, give me tips and advice on this and that.
I felt like I was very willing to ask questions and for the most part you guys were
very willing to answer the questions. So I got a ton of learning done because I was
willing to be a good student. But that first semester, to be considered an equal, I
don't know that I would have been considered an equal. (BM2101, 566-595)

BM21 was very aware of how the teachers on the campus perceived him and also

of how that perception slowly changed. He felt that his power base was increasing as he

began to interact with students and teachers as an assistant principal.

The interesting thing was that I think that the teachers after the first month or 2
and having interacted with them in whatever way we would interact in the
hallways and at faculty meetings, the teachers viewed me by the time I left as one
of the assistant principals. And that I found very interesting because that was sort
of that power that's handed over to you simply by the power structure. And I was
really worried about that, especially going from 3 years in elementary school to a
high school setting and now you're one of the guys in charge. I thought these
people are going to laugh at me. And they didn't even go there. It was, “You're the
guy with the office.” I think half of it has to do with the fact that you have an
office; you have a master key to the building; you have all those what you might
call the formal indicators of power. You are one of the administrative team;
therefore you are one of the bosses. I also think it has to do with your
effectiveness in the job. (BM2101, 600-650)

When they begin to see how you interact with the kids, they begin to ask you for
assistance in whatever and you provide the assistance. Then you not only have the
job title, but you've also earned their—I don't know if it's respect, but you have
gotten their attention that you know how to do what it is that you're supposed to
be doing. And so with those two things going, the power structure becomes more
defined because they know that you not only have the office, but you know how
to work within that, within those parameters. (BM2101, 651-674).

So, formal or informal groups, they look to you as the authority on the campus
and that to me, right there, just that one thing, I walk into a new campus with a
title and all the sudden I have all this power and all this respect. I’m, like jeez,
man, you people don’t know me. I wouldn’t give me this kind of respect. But,
yeah, I think that you definitely have an influence on them just by the power of
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the position that you hold. So they come to you and they sort of hand over the
power by simply saying, “Mr. ____, what would you do in this situation?” Or,
“This is the situation that I have, what is it that you guys want us to do?” And all
the sudden you are on the spot saying, “Okay, this is what we want you to do.”
(BM2102, 95-96)

BM21 reported that some of his power came from what he called the “formal

indicators of power.” Eventually he realized that interacting with students and teachers in

his capacity as an administrator did bring with it power and respect. In the last statement

BM21 had been at the middle school campus for half of the year and already had built

networks and alliances with the staff at the school. His statements indicated that he was

surprised that the position of assistant principal came with real power and that the staff

expected him to use that power to make a decision.

Members of an organization are trying either to attain power or to maintain it

through any means necessary. The political process in school is a mechanism for the

realistic resolution of conflicts among competing entities. AIs are thrust into this milieu

and must navigate through the organizational power structures to accomplish their

assigned duties and tasks. As members of the campus leadership team they possessed

various levels of legitimate authority. As discussed, each AI wielded power differently at

each of their campuses. Organizational hierarchies and decision-making processes varied

at each school, and the AIs were astute enough to identify organizational components and

the strategic roles they played in the educational process.

It was apparent in the data that the longer the AIs stayed at a school the easier it

became to identify the formal and informal power groups that were more likely to assist

or hinder their progress in completing their duties and tasks. The campus leadership
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teams offered various insights into the organizational behavior, but it was up to each

intern to maneuver through the micropolitical process.

Research Question 3: Strategies and Tactics

Research Question 3 addressed the strategies and tactics that the AIs used to

cultivate alliances and create networks at the schools where they completed their clinical

experiences. The strategies the AIs used were (a) active engagement in the daily school

procedures and (b) passive involvement in formal and informal socio-political

negotiations by the stakeholders on campus.

The data for active engagement were thematically organized into four

socialization tactics: (a) collaboration, (b) fostering interpersonal relationships, (c)

visibility, and (d) extra assistance. These socialization tactics used by the AIs provided

them with socio-political techniques that allowed them to identify the main players at the

school and to maneuver through the micropolitical process that occurred daily.

The data for the second strategy, passive involvement, demonstrated two tactics

that the AIs used to cultivate alliances and create networks: (a) listen to formal and

informal socio-political negotiations of faculty and staff during formal and informal

events and (b) observe faculty–staff interaction and arrangement in a formal and informal

setting.
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Active Engagement

The AIs were assigned to various school campuses, some with well-established

social and political networks and some without. The AIs were expected to integrate

initially with the administrative team and then later with the school faculty and staff. This

research analyzed how the AIs negotiated the nonstatic micropolitical arrangements of

the school campus where they were assigned to complete their clinical practice.

The following passages illustrate the socialization tactics the AIs used to establish

relationships and create networks that made it easier to accomplish their duties and tasks.

Collaboration. In the following excerpts, BM21 discussed the different instances

that he interacted with the people at the sites where he performed his clinical practice. In

different circumstances he utilized different patterns of interaction.

And some of you guys that I hung out with more than others and that wasn't
because I wanted to be your buddy. I figured out over a period of a few weeks that
I was going to learn more from some of you than from others. So I naturally
drifted that way more. There was more potential for me to gather information that
would be vital to my career rather than spend time watching somebody struggle in
a job and not getting anything out of it. (BM2101, 562)

It took me 6 weeks to figure it out. And that's figuring out not only who is in
charge and who is more efficient than others, but it's also figuring out through
multiple interactions what's the efficient and most effective way to work with
them. I would say it took a minimum of 6 weeks of trial and error. You ask them
one way and you get a certain response. You ask it a different way, you get a
different response, and that takes time. (BM2102, 450-465)

It’s not getting them to do something for me; it’s getting them to help me get
something accomplished. So as far as tactics and strategies, I’m not the type that
uses the delegation strategy because I’m the guy in power and I tell you what to
do. That’s not my style. I have a tendency to do things collaboratively with
someone so that I can say this is what I need from you. “Can you get this for me
by such and such a time?” instead of saying, “You need to get this for me by such
and such a time.” I will explain why it is that I need it, why it is important, so that
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they understand what it is that I am needing from them. And if I can present it in a
way that says this is helpful for you, then it’s even better. I think that people tend
to help you a whole lot if they feel like you are being supportive of what it is that
they are trying to do. (BM2102, 102)

They start to realize how hard you are working for them and they step up to the
plate when you finally come to them and say, “Hey, I need your help with this.”
Then they are ready to pay it back. (BM2102, 106)

You stop them in the hallways and say, “Hey, what do you know about this? I
have to complete this thing and I don’t know a thing about it. What did you guys
do last year?” And you may get the information from this one that says, “You
know what, I really didn’t deal with that but so and so did.” So you go to that
person and they are part of their informal little group and they sort of have keys to
information if they don’t have the information themselves. So that’s how they
would have, that’s how I would have interacted with them a lot. Is sort of getting
an idea of who did what and then you can go to those people and say, help me
with this. (BM2102, 94)

His tactic was to ask for help to get some assistance instead of coercing others into

helping him. As an assistant principal on campus the AI had the formal authority, yet he

chose to collaborate instead of coerce.

In the first two of the following illustrations BF22 considered her high degree of

collaboration with the administrative leadership team. In the last two instances she noted

how she created a good working relationship with members of the school faculty that

allowed them to have high-level interaction.

At the middle school level we had high levels of collaboration between me and
the assistant principal that I worked with. Also the principal, anytime they needed
anything, if we needed to work together it was good. (BF2201, 71)

Here, despite some of the issues, there is high collaboration here [at the high
school]. We meet once a week and any time when we are trying to start something
new, there is a lot of discussion, and there is a lot of dialogue, more so than I’ve
seen at the high schools that I’ve worked at. Personalities are put aside and work
gets done. Things aren’t taken personally here, which is important. (BF2201, 71)
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It came from my ability to build relationships with people. In the past people that
had worked with that department didn’t struggle to build relationships. They were
very much into “I am the administrator and you are beneath me.” That exists still
in some departments with a particular administrator. And our principal is not a
very extroverted, she is not outgoing. That’s probably the thing that comes easiest
for me. I saw my role with them as more of “I am an advocate for you. You tell
me what you need and I will help you get it.” To them, that was a very unique role
for an administrator. (BF2202, 100-103)

I attended all the department meetings and I was also in their area. They hadn’t
had an administrator roaming their area, they told me, in years. I was visible. I
would check to see how they were doing and what they needed in the beginning.
For them, they said that was a very unique situation. (BF2202, 134-135)

Her high degree of collaboration allowed her to build a relationship of trust within

the English department. She recognized a leadership void and filled it. She observed how

other assistant principals dealt with the staff in a negative fashion, and so she cultivated

alliances by approaching them from a collaborative standpoint.

AF35 shared how she collaborated with teachers on various aspects of the

educational process. Her tactic was to collaborate from an academic perspective and to

assist the teachers in classroom management and instruction.

There's a couple classrooms that I have gone into to help with sort of a
management style. You know, we've worked together with the teacher
collaboratively. I've gone in and set up things with the kids to give them
leadership roles within the classroom and I helped monitor that. And I do teach
team leading activities and give strategies for the teachers to help them along and
we work together on that. (AF3501, 51)

I have approached teachers and said, “Hey, I've got to know these kids in the
morning time. Do you mind if I come in and watch them in class and if there is
anything I can do to help?” Sometimes they say, “Yes, would you be willing to
work with me on this?” or you know, “What kind of support can you give?”
(AF3501, 54)

I tried to go in once a week or once every 10 days, whenever I could rotate the
schedule without having to do discipline. After I had observations with them I
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would sit and talk with them and ask them how they thought it went and what
their areas of growth were and how I could be of help. I would share any
knowledge that I had on any lesson plan ideas that I had or setting up their
classroom different, organizing procedures. So some of it was very give and take.
It was like you and I just talking here. It didn’t have to be “It’s going to be like
this.” I didn’t want them to feel defensive right at the get-go. (AF3502, 128)

She also said, “I still am in the mind frame of collaboration, working together and sharing

ideas. I am having a hard time with us-versus-them mentality. You hear it everywhere”

(AF3501, 100).

Fostering relationships. Each AI used different styles of interaction to build and

nurture relationships. The AIs’ objective was to build these relationships and not to

enhance their ability to complete their assigned tasks.

Building a relationship first. You get to kind of feel what people are willing to
share information about themselves. They are willing to share pretty much
anything. If they are kind of holding back, okay, “I can’t go to you too much
because,” that type of thing. So after just having basic conversations with them,
not so much about the workplace, about themselves. You know, how’s your
daughter, how’s your husband, how are things going, that type of thing. Every
morning you have that conversation with them before the day begins. And
eventually they are willing to listen when you have a question about something or
help you with that. (BF2301, 37-43)

She and I actually have found out that parts of her family are dear friends of mine
for years and years. So we have this immediate bond, so we kind of bond
together. On professional staff development days we’ll maybe go and have lunch.
(BF2401, 65)

For me, personally, just having some of those informal day-to-day type
conversations and trying to establish a relationship by finding some commonalties
that we had, some things that we had in common already or just conversing about
some of our personal aspects of our lives. Finding some type of connection.
(AM3202, 86)

Developing relationships first and foremost. That is the biggest one because I
discovered just from my teaching experience and this experience that being open
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to the people around you and listening and developing those relationships is very,
very important. (AF3501, 86)

Some of the counselors I identified more with just because there are students that
I would deal with that I would want to follow up with and make sure they were
getting what they need. But, then that kind of carried over into just a friendship
relationship. I know that, you try to keep it very professional and neutral but that’s
not part of my personality. I want to have conversations with people that are on
my staff. I want to know who they are and I want to know what their thoughts are
outside of education and how they got to where they are too. (AF3502, 105)

What they had told me in the past was that nobody helped fight for them so they
felt all alone. You don’t get very far as a teacher fighting your battles. People
don’t listen as much. So that, I mean I didn’t win a whole lot of the battles, but at
least they knew there was somebody out there trying. (BF2202, 118)

Visibility. The tactic of visibility was widely used by AIs as a vehicle to get to

know the people in the school on their own terms. Many AIs were not assigned hall duty,

classroom observations, or lunchroom duties, yet they were willing to go into the halls

and engage students and faculty on their own turf. Many interns felt that this tactic gave

them credibility and informally introduced them to members of the staff and the students.

I was at the seventh-grade floor. So while I was there between every passing
period I would take time and sort of talk to the teachers and ask them. Once they
got to know me they basically would just share that they were doing different
things. Sometimes they would invite me into the classroom. (BF2402, 42)

I think probably one of the things that I did well was that I really reached out and
connected with people. I was very visible. I for the most part had an open door
policy. (BF2402, 99)

I attended all the department head meetings, I mean all the department meetings
and I was also in their area. They hadn’t had an administrator roaming their area,
they told me, in years. I was visible. I would check to see how they were doing
and what they needed in the beginning. For them, they said that was a very unique
situation. (BF2202, 135)
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And so here I am as a person that walks in and walked the classrooms everyday,
every room every day; even if it was walk in and walk out. I think it was more
like a presence than anything else. (AM3102, 75)

I was always in classrooms in and out, where other administrators were in their
office. So they saw me as being accessible and they thought accessibility as being
security. I felt I had more respect because I was visible. (AF3401, 116-118)

The moment I got a walkie-talkie in my hand, things changed. It suddenly
became, “Who are you? Are you the new monitor”? No, I’m an assistant
principal, and trying to give myself some credibility even though I’m an intern.
So that was interesting. Then the news traveled rather quickly then the attitudes of
the kids started to change because once they saw me head down the hall they
would disburse or whatever, prior to that, like 3 or 4 days, nothing. (AF3502, 116)

These AIs realized that having the initiative to come into contact with as many members

of the organization as possible allowed them to observe the educational process.

Extra instructional/managerial assistance. Several AIs used the socialization

tactic of offering extra instructional/managerial assistance to teachers to create and foster

relationships with the teachers. They reported that this practice also gave them the socio-

political capital needed to be an effective leader in their building.

It was a very different role last year to where we are this year. Last year I was an
extra. Last year was my learning year. I had some responsibilities but it wasn’t
anything really, I mean I just did extra things for people or I did one project.
(BF2201, 104)

I was working with discipline and someone working with Special Ed or whatever
the case may be, if I had some down time, okay, you need help with yadda, yadda,
yadda, and I would help them with that. (BF2301, 63)

Let’s say we had a new teacher here this year and she was kind of struggling, so
what I did was I went in her room. This was me volunteering my time, you know.
We talked about what I saw and she explained to me she knew her weaknesses
and what she needed to work on. So we went to teacher ____ and I helped her
purchase some things to put in the classroom, knowing that I’m not going to get
money back for it. “If you need help with something and you are really wanting to
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do that, I’m going to go with you that extra mile.” And that’s what I did.
(BF2302, 161)

If there was an activity going on, for example they had a special performance at
the elementary level. The children were performing. I went ahead and went back
to the school after evening class. My middle school experience was so close that I
brought my daughter to listen to the choir. I volunteered to be on LPAC because I
was very interested in learning about LPAC. I would come back on Mondays after
school for the LPAC meetings. (BF2402, 53)

We had a teacher that was doing this big family night presentation on the rain
forest and didn’t know how to do PowerPoint. I had said something before about
doing it, so she sent me a couple of kids for a couple of days and we made this
whole presentation for them. Nobody else had ever done things on that level for
them. (AM3102, 81)

The one that was more academically focused, I was able to work with them
hands-on. But a lot of times I was kind of still an outsider. I was able to observe
some of the happenings in that [academic] group than I was with the other
[nonacademic] informal group of teachers. (AM3202, 60)

One AI reported, “Basically, I just found places where things that needed to be

done and kind of filled roles and spots” (AM3101, 13). The AIs understood that their

positions at the schools were transitional and they did not have the convenience of time to

get to know everyone and everything.

Passive Involvement

The data for the strategy of passive involvement revealed how the AIs used the

tactics of listening and observing to witness the micropolitical process without

compromising their position on the administrative leadership team.

As members of the administrative teams the AIs performed tasks similar to those

of the other assistant principals. To complete these tasks the AIs needed to enlist the
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assistance of members of the school organization. As newcomers, the AIs had to map the

multiple dimensions of socio-political influence that occurred with every group in a

social organization. To do this the AIs first had to identify which members of the

organization were more likely to be approachable and receptive to a newcomer on the

campus.

The AIs used the passive involvement tactics of listening and observing to

cultivate alliances and establish networks in the schools.

Listening. By using the tactic of listening, the AIs observed the socio-political

negotiations by the stakeholders at their schools, which allowed them to identify those

members of formal or informal groups as they maneuvered through the micropolitical

realm of the organization. As BM21 put it, “As an administrator I think that I listen to

everything that they have to say. I think that was my number one strategy this year”

(BM2102, 104).

I would just listen. A lot of times if you just listen, just stand there and you hear a
lot of stuff. And I guess being a new person they think, “Okay, if I tell you, you’ll
come to our side. If I tell you, you’ll come to this side.” So by listening to you I’m
willing to help you, so they see that you are helping both sides. (BF2301, 61)

I noticed that a lot of people felt that they were making statements and not being
heard. So, I would actually listen to whatever it is that they had to say. I would
give them my time to do that. Listening was the key factor for me. (BF2302, 157)

As an intern, I think that part of my challenge was to be able to listen to it openly
and to sort of try and take what I could take from them and not really judge
someone until I was informed enough myself to know which way to go.
(BM2101, 539)

You figured it out just by listening to their conversations and figuring out where
their common threads lie. I mean, that group was basically getting together to
bash the school and the principal. They did this mildly in my presence. I knew a
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member of the group from a previous relationship so she was very open and
honest, so I was able to keep my distance. My basic party line was, “I can listen to
your concerns and I can try to see if I can help you, but I can’t make any
promises.” (BF2202, 45-49)

I would get something from one of my friends that was kind of funny and I would
send it [by e-mail] to her and she would send me stuff. We just kind of evolved
from there to where she would come in and say, man, I can’t believe what so and
so….and just go on a tangent about these people. You are just listening. Again,
deciphering what is true and what is not true, I think more the art than finding the
information. (AM3102, 129)

The conversations about discipline that they have on the side not knowing that
you’re there. They forget. So when you hear that you think, ahh! And so it wasn’t
like a blatant and an open type thing. It was like once they got back to their areas
where they were a little bit comfortable or when frustrations were high. I don’t
think the teachers were aware of it because when they were out everybody pretty
much saw, “Okay, they are doing their thing.” But when they went back to their
resting stations, or corners, you could see where they kind of got relaxed and the
kids were coming in, there’s a lack of discipline and then the frustrations and little
barbs or comments were made and you are thinking, okay, we’re not in Kansas.
(BF2301, 89-91)

Another person is very patronizing. “You just don’t know how to deal with an
emotionally disturbed child,” that kind of tone. I think also something that I’ve
learned is just the tone of voice that people use. Three of the assistant principals,
we can be firm but we pretty much are even tempered. Then the principal and the
other assistant principal are more, it depends on, if they are feeling pressured you
can hear it in their tone. Their tone is very negative and they don’t even realize
how they are being perceived. (BF2401, 39)

I think that was one of the main things that people would say is that after they left
my office they felt, even just for having someone to listen and validate their
feelings, that was one thing very positive. (BF2402, 99)

Well, the support that they needed, not just from a disciplinary standpoint, even
though that’s what our interaction was mostly centered around. Whatever
concerns or thoughts or opinions that they had, I kind of considered myself to be
that listener to kind of either bounce stuff off of or try to get some type of
message through to the administration if they didn’t happen to be available. I felt
like I actively tried to hear what they were saying and see what the needs were
and then kind of try to address them. So even if the problems weren’t solved
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completely, they knew that the effort was put forward to address their needs.
(AM3202, 79-80)

At the secondary level it was very evident who the informal groups were just
when they came back on Monday and spoke informally when we were in a
committee and they would say, “Oh yeah, this is what we did this weekend.” So
it’s just by eavesdropping. (AF3401, 185)

If a person stands up in a faculty meeting and is very outspoken and is going to
lay their claim in front of a hundred other people, I’m going to listen to what they
have to say. Their voice, rightly or wrongly, is going to influence other people
and they are going to pull them along, so I better listen. If they are upset I need to
know why or I’m going to have 30 other people following that one and then I’m
going to need to listen to those things. (AF3502, 89)

The AIs were very astute at blending and just listening. It was apparent that the

AIs were not threatening to the staff members at their schools. The AIs realized that by

listening they were able to pick up on socio-political nuances that were occurring

between individuals or groups. It was evident that listening was a very effective survival

strategy for the AIs who were in a transitional state on their campus. This allowed them

to observe the micropolitical process without getting too deeply involved.

Observation. The other tactic used in the passive involvement strategy was

observation. AIs had front-row seats that permitted them to observe organizational

micropolitics in action. BF23 said, “I’m very astute, as you would say. When I first go

into a situation I just kind of, you know, watch people, pretty much, body language of the

people, with the raised eyebrows” (BF2301, 87).

I think that that's how I would begin to gauge how people were being effective
with the kids or not effective with the kids, because they were willing to go and
begin to build those relationships. As I watched that, I began to do it myself.
(BM2101, 361)
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You have to sort of figure out their style and then figure out how to manipulate
them so that you get what you need. And that's figuring out not only who is in
charge and who is more efficient than others, but it's also figuring out through
multiple interactions what's the most efficient and most effective way to work
with them. (BM2101, 448-500)

At a faculty meeting people are saying, “Hey, let’s do this. Let’s all go and do
this.” You can see the formation...They sit together. The body language, too. You
know who’s comfortable where, with whom. Like the first day back people
haven’t seen each other for a couple of weeks. You can tell where they are
grouped and you can hear the plans whether or not, they are a group. They just
know each other as far as how is your family, or if they are a group that really
does stuff together. (BF2201, 185-187)

They were, let’s say in the cafeteria they were sitting next to each other and
basically having a conversation, kind of laughing about some things, not too
serious, a lot of times joking around. Let’s say if we were having a faculty
meeting you would see that occur before the meeting began, you would see that
occur. They would kind of go to the table wherever someone was sitting at and sit
by and talk to them a little bit. Then when the meeting began they would kind of
move and go wherever their team or group was sitting. (BF2302, 79)

I just kind of sat and observed and watched what was going on. You could tell by
where they sat and who they talked to the entire day, that was their little group. I
didn’t know what kind of power any of those groups held. I didn’t know anything,
I could just tell by proximity by where they sat. As I watched for the next couple
of weeks when you saw one of them in the hall after school, three or four of them
were together. I just kind of watch how they hung out together. (AM3102, 117)

From the administrative standpoint I really wasn’t as in tuned with who was
connecting with who or who was kind of grouping together. I would observe
certain teachers, you would just about all the time see them together. I began to
kind of form in my mind who was closer to one another than others and things
like that. I think it was almost implied that a certain group of teachers opinions
were probably weighed a little bit more than others. You could kind of tell that
they had a little bit more influence in certain aspects of the school. (AM3202, 42-
43)

In my mind I kind of compared the groups that I saw at the school where I came
from to the groups at the school where I was currently assigned. I thought about
the different roles that we played, that I observed that were played out in that
setting. So it was evident in just some of the initiations that were done at the
school and pretty much who was involved with certain aspects of it. As opposed
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to who was kind of on the outside getting direction or once everything had been
planned out then the others were saying “Tell me what to do.” As opposed to
those that seemed to be more involved behind the scenes, the really creation and
development of certain parts and aspects of the school. (AM3202, 45-46)

I think just serving in the type of internship position that I had I was able to
visibly pick out group members. I mean going in was difficult enough, just
because I didn’t know a lot of the people there. They had already been together
for a month or so before I even went into the campus. That’s my first instinct, is
to see who is the pecking order. Who is involved in what, who manipulates what,
both in an administrative and at the teacher level. (AF3401, 49-50)

Some people are passive and aggressive. Some aggressive. It's interesting to
watch how that unfolds. And my strategy is to just observe. Then it is like a little
checker match or a chess match. You kind of got to see who all the players are.
(AF3501, 280)

AF35 said at the elementary level “there is more opportunity to see more people

in the faculty lounge, more people interacting in the office. People send little notes to

each other, little gifts in their boxes” (AF3501, 156).

The transitional nature of the AI position was a major factor in how these

individuals interacted with the people at their assigned schools. Many people in the

organization did not recognize them as administrators, felt that they were not a threat, or

did not care about their status in the organizational hierarchy. This gave the AIs the

ability to observe interactions that the other assistant principals could not simply because

of the assistant principals’ status on the organizational hierarchy or their membership on

the administrative leadership team.
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Summary

The research showed that AIs had to identify formal power groups and their

members before they could identify and interact with informal power groups on their

campus. The first formal power group the AIs encountered were the campus

administrative leadership teams. The other administrators had pertinent information that

the AIs needed to maneuver through the socio-political landscape of the school.

During their interaction with other formal power groups (Campus Advisory

Committee, Discipline Committee, team/department meetings, etc.), the AIs were able to

identify individuals who were also members of informal power groups. Through this

contact the AIs were able to observe the formal and informal socio-political negotiations

that occur in the school. They also were able to ascertain what influence the individuals

or informal power groups had on the educational process.

Most AIs got involved in the micropolitical process because the position of the

assistant principal afforded them legitimate authority usually validated by the

administrative leadership team. The AI’s perception of legitimate authority varied and the

data suggests that the manipulation of the use of power fluctuated significantly. During

these interactions the AIs created strategies and tactics to interact and influence those

around them.

Thus there were two strategies that the AIs used to identify group members and

create alliances with them were active participation in the daily activity of the school and

passive involvement to gather information on the groups incorporated in the school
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hierarchy. The next chapter includes a summary of major findings, conclusions drawn

from the findings and implications for practice and further research.
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Chapter 5

Summary, Conclusions, and Implications of the Data

Political actors are socialized within their subcultures to adopt the shared
understanding about what is right and proper in their policy environments. Their
perceptions of the expected behaviors, rituals, and feasible policy options are a
perceptual screen that guides their behavior. This perceptual screen we term the
assumptive worlds. (Marshall & Mitchell, 1991, p. 397)

Summary of the Study

The study explored the strategies and tactics that the AIs use to identify members

of formal and informal power groups and how they cultivated alliances as they infiltrated

and created networks. This study was both exploratory and descriptive, designed to

contribute to the development of theory about micropolitics in education. First, the

findings of this study describe the micropolitical behavior of AIs as they maneuver

through the socio-political landscape within the schools where they are assigned to

complete their clinical practice.

Methodology

The investigations of the socio-political strategies and tactics of AIs were

conducted using qualitative case study of eight individuals enrolled in the School

Leadership Academy (SLA). The research questions proposed were the following:

1. How do administrative interns (AIs) determine the formal and informal

political power groups and their relative influence within the school?
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2. What were the AIs’ perceptions of their relative influence on formal and

informal groups within a school?

3. What strategies and tactics did AIs use to cultivate alliances and create

networks within schools to achieve and fulfill their professional goals and obligations?

Data sources were two individual personal interviews with each AI. Interviews

were conducted between March 2003 and September 2003.

Findings

The data gleaned from the research suggested that each AI became aware of his or

her surroundings by using comparable socio-political strategies and tactics as their

colleagues during their clinical experiences. The limitations of this study were the small

sample size used to investigate the strategies and tactics used by the administrative

interns to maneuver through the micropolitical process that occurs in a school setting.

The small sample size makes it difficult to generalize findings to a larger population.

Additionally, this sample population is highly contextualized due to the uniqueness of

this particular leadership preparation program. The findings are presented in the order of

the research questions.

Research Question 1. The data from Research Question 1 suggested that the AIs

created strategies and tactics that identified, assessed, and allowed them to infiltrate

formal and informal power groups in the schools where they completed their clinical

practicum. With that in mind, the administrative leadership team was the first formal

power group that the AIs had to be familiar with before they engaged in micropolitical
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negotiations with the rest of the staff. The findings also indicated that participating in the

school’s formal educational process permitted the AIs to identify and assess other

members of formal and informal power groups.

Research Question 2. The data for Research Question 2 indicated that the AIs’

perceptions varied in the degree of socio-political power wielded during their tenure on

school campuses. The data also revealed that each AI’s perception also varied from

situation to situation and from site to site. The researcher found that the AIs’ confidence

levels increased with time spent on a campus. The data also indicated that confidence

levels were higher when the AIs were assigned to a school that was similar to their

teaching experiences.

Research Question 3. The data for Research Question 3 characterized the two

micropolitical strategies and six tactics that the AIs created and used to foster alliances

and create networks within the organization. The two strategies were active engagement

and passive involvement.

In active engagement four tactics were identified: (a) collaboration, (b) fostering

relationships, (c) visibility, and (d) extra instructional/managerial assistance. Two tactics

were identified in the passive involvement strategy: listening and observing.
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Conclusions

Research Question 1

How do administrative interns (AIs) determine the formal and informal political

power groups and their relative influence within the school?

The AIs created socio-political strategies and tactics to engage members of the

school staff to accomplish their duties and tasks. The first major power group that the AIs

had to contend with was the administrative leadership team (ALT). Each school’s

administrative leadership team was a polity in and of itself. The data showed that the AIs

had observed and were aware of micropolitical dialogue between members of the

administrative leadership teams. It was imperative that the AIs create strategies and

tactics to build alliances with one or all of the members of the administrative leadership

team to obtain validation and information that would assist in the political interaction

with the rest of the organization.

The data also suggested that to identify informal power groups in the school the

AIs participated in the formal educational process, which allowed them to observe the

socio-political negotiations that occurred within the organization. Through these formal

settings the AIs were able to identify formal power group members and observe them

negotiating in formal and informal venues. During these interactions, the AIs also were

able to ascertain the influence that these formal group members had on the micropolitical

and educational process, through either formal or informal channels. Throughout the

formal group setting, formal group members were observed creating informal alliances
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with other members. These informal groups then exchanged socio-political information

to create coalitions and alliances that maintained or increased their status on the

organizational hierarchy.

Unlike formal power groups (FPGs), informal power groups (IPGs) do not have a

clear delineation of structure or spheres of influence, and individuals in these groups may

have multiple memberships in various informal and formal power groups. Using the

passive involvement strategy, the AIs were allowed to observe the informal power group

members negotiate in the socio-political machinations of the school organization. As a

school leader it is imperative that the administrative leadership team be aware of socio-

political capital these groups possess to gauge effectively their influence on the

micropolitical process of a school organization.

Listening and observing were effective ways to evaluate and identify members of

informal power groups during the socialization process of the school. Many of the

informal power groups were created for socialization purposes, and their existence did

not directly influence the educational process. Other informal power groups were

established for clearly political reasons. Nevertheless, the AIs observed the networks

created by these groups and their influence on the educational process without losing any

of their socio-political capital. Indeed, some AIs as well as other assistant principals

participated in informal power groups that were an integral part of the socio-political

culture of the organization.

Active engagement and passive involvement of the AIs enables them to identify

formal and informal groups and easily to infiltrate and create networks with one or more
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members of a group. Once they created these networks, they were able to use the tactics

identified in this research to maneuver through the campus micropolitical process. Most

AIs’ clinical practical assignments were short term, so it was imperative that they

infiltrate networks as quickly as possible.

Research Question 2

What were the AI’s perceptions of their relative influence on formal and informal

groups within a school?

The AIs were identified as assistant principals on their respective campuses. The

position of assistant principal contains legitimate authority; this legitimacy initially gave

the AIs confidence to interact with members of the school’s faculty and staff.

This research highlighted several variables that may have affected confidence

levels. However, the study did not find conclusive evidence of how these variables

affected their interactions with the faculty and staff of the school.

One of the sources of confidence was usually the level and duration of their

classroom teaching experience coinciding with their clinical practical assignment. For

example, if the AIs had secondary-level teaching experience, they felt more confident

when their clinical practice assignment was at a middle school or high school. The same

held true for the AIs that had elementary-level experience. As AIs become more familiar

with the educational and micropolitical process, they are more confident in providing

input or guidance.
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As discussed earlier, the data revealed that the first formal group that the AIs

came into contact with was the administrative leadership team (ALT). They effectively

used strategies and tactics to identify each administrator’s position in the organizational

hierarchy and level of socio-political influence. AIs were effective in creating a

relationship with administrators who would increase their confidence levels and their

socio-political status in the organization. As school leaders, the ALT was instrumental in

shaping the socio-political and instructional environment of the school. By initially

building coalitions with members of the administrative leadership team, the AIs increased

their confidence levels and were better able to observe or participate in the decision-

making process of the school. This initiation with the ALT allowed the AIs to ascertain

the values and the socio-political structure of the school from a leadership perspective.

The formal authority that comes by being an assistant principal gave the AIs the legal

right to engage with the other members of the school organization, but the title alone was

not enough. As was established in the data, creating relationships with another member of

the ALT was instrumental in legitimizing their temporary status on the ALT. Once the

AIs were acknowledged by members of the school organization and became actively

involved, they were more confident to negotiate with existing networks.

The AIs’ confidence level increases in a developmental process; the longer they

were on a campus, the more confident they became. Their socio-political power increased

as their visibility and engagement in the daily process of the school increased. This

allowed them to use the power of their position to negotiate through the micropolitical

process.
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Research Question 3

What strategies and tactics did AIs use to cultivate alliances and create networks

within schools to achieve and fulfill their professional goals and obligations?

The AIs created two strategies and six tactics that had potential to cultivate

alliances and create networks with existing formal and informal power groups present at

their respective schools. The following is a discussion of the strategies and tactics.

Active engagement. The first strategy illustrated was active engagement in the

socio-political process of the organization. The tactics incorporated into this strategy

were (a) collaboration, (b) fostering relationships, (c) visibility, and (d) providing extra

instructional/managerial assistance. These tactics provided the AIs the tools for

integrating themselves into the micropolitical process through formal and informal

settings.

The formal settings were the initial avenues for gaining access to the

micropolitical process of the campus. By engaging in these formal interactions, the AIs

were able to use these tactics to create relationships with members of the school staff and

to complete their assigned tasks and duties. These interactions also gave them much-

needed socio-political exposure. Their participation also increased their visibility

throughout the building and helped the staff members and students identify AIs as

legitimate players in the process.

Many AIs had time enough to build alliances with staff members by going out of

their way to assist them in an academic or managerial capacity. Getting involved in the
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daily process built trust with the staff and the students. When time permitted, this trust

allowed them to build networks within the school organization and permitted them to

accrue socio-political capital.

Passive involvement. The second strategy discussed was passive involvement.

The tactics included in this strategy were (a) listening and (b) observing. These tactics

allowed the AIs the opportunity to witness micropolitical negotiations between

stakeholders at the schools without becoming too involved in the process. With this

strategy the AIs acquired firsthand knowledge of the values of the organization members

and how they congregated with staff members who held the same values.

Because they were new to the school and relatively unknown, many AIs could

listen to conversations between stakeholders as they negotiated socio-political interests

and not lose credibility or power. As one AI expressed, eavesdropping gave her insight

into how the political actors were attempting to acquire power and how they would

endeavor to use that power to further their own views and values.

Implications of the Study

The present study of the micropolitical behavior of AIs during their clinical

practicum has implications for theory and future research, and the practice of school

administration. In discussing the implications of this research it is important to remember

that the small sample size of research subjects limits the generalization of findings to a

much larger group or setting. Findings of the study suggest both new research questions

for further investigation and general hypotheses.
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Implications for Theory and Future Research

The current study raised several questions regarding AIs’ use of socio-political

tactics and strategies during their clinical practicum. Questions to guide future research in

the micropolitical behavior of AIs might include the following:

1. Do members of formal power groups and informal power groups have

influence on the AIs in creating specific tactics and strategies?

2. Are specific strategies and tactics created for specific target groups?

3. Is the creation of strategies and tactics in response to interpersonal or

circumstantial concerns?

 4. Does the AIs’ confidence level influence strategy and tactic formation?

5. Does the possession of formal authority influence strategy and tactic

formation?

6. Does age, gender, ethnicity, or teaching experience influence strategy and tactic

formation?

Results of the study also yielded a few hypotheses for investigation:

1. Hypothesis 1: The AIs’ teaching experiences assist in creating and applying

micropolitical strategies and tactics.

2. Hypothesis 2: The AIs’ initial target group for the creation and use of

micropolitical strategies and tactics is for the members of the administrative leadership

team (ALT).
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3. Hypothesis 3: Micropolitical strategy and tactic formation are applied

uniformly to both formal and informal power groups.

4. Hypothesis 4: AIs’ confidence levels are affected by the campus assignment of

their clinical practicum.

5. Hypothesis 5: Duration of assignment at the clinical practicum sites influences

the AIs’ confidence level.

6. Hypothesis 6: Age, gender, and teaching experience influence confidence

levels.

Discussion of Implications for the Practice of School Administration and Administrator

Training

The discussion will be divided into three categories: (a) practice, (b) placement,

and (c) preparation.

Practice. AIs are no strangers to political interactions. Their conceptual

framework had been developing as teachers because they were privy to the socio-political

negotiations among the students in their classroom. As teachers they also participated in

internal discussions with their colleagues, through which “shared meanings” and “codes

of behavior” (Wildavsky, 1987) were negotiated and alliances and networks were

formed. Their values aided in shaping formal and informal codes of behavior between

themselves, which impelled them to promote their own values by political means. With

these codes of behavior, formal and informal power groups developed and competed for

power through the attainment of resources, stations of prestige in the organizational
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hierarchy, and the acquisition of socio-political capital, often at the expense of others.

These “arenas of struggle” (Ball, 1987) offered a place for the AIs, as teachers, to

strengthen and flex their socio-political muscle through the networks either created or

infiltrated.

The tactics and strategies that these eight AIs exhibited are indicative of how

these individuals adjusted to the political negotiations that were occurring at their

assigned schools. Background knowledge of codes of behavior may have aided in

micropolitical strategies and tactic formation. By identifying the codes of behavior at

their respective campuses, the AIs may have created specific strategies and tactics to

identify the groups and group members and their relative influence on the micropolitical

and instructional process. However, the evidence was inconclusive. The more individual

members they identified on all levels of the organizational hierarchy, the better they

observed and monitored the socio-political interactions of the entire organization from

top to bottom. Future research may discover whether these tactics and strategies were

preprogrammed responses or socio-political adjustments made by the AIs as new

members of an existing organization.

The data also revealed that some AIs identified and created relationships with

members of influential networks. As a result of infiltrating these networks they were able

to forge a relationship with members of formal as well as informal power groups. In the

process they were able to enhance their own socio-political capital.

The data in this research reinforced the notions of micropolitics in schools cited

by Ball (1987), Clune and Witte (1988), Hess (1985), Iannaccone (1985), Marshall
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(1985, 1992), Marshall and Mitchell (1991), Reyes et al. (1999), Scribner and Englert

(1977), and Willower (1991). Site-based micropolitical negotiations of schools have been

discussed ardently, but very little of the research is from the assistant principal’s

perspective. A good example of this perspective is the observation by respondent BF22

that, as an assistant principal, she had sufficient socio-political capital to allow her to

enter into the socio-political dominion. She infiltrated not only their formal groups but

also their informal groups. She eventually became the liaison between the ALT and the

English department. Indeed, her accessibility to the principal provided BF22 with

political capital that allowed her to participate and control some of the socio-political

negotiations between the networks present.

As school administrators, the AIs were not only participants in the arenas of

struggle, but also mediators between socio-political factions on the campus. During these

mediations, the AIs had the best opportunity to infiltrate or create and nurture networks

from which they could both gather information and influence the educational process.

The conflicts and negotiations that arose between factions at their schools provided

opportunities for the AIs to use micropolitical strategies and tactics illustrated in this

document.

In dealing with conflict in an organization, Hoyle (1986) stated, “It is more likely

to be oriented to interests rather than goals, coalitions rather than departments, influence

rather than authority, strategies rather than procedures” (p. 129). Conflict certainly may

have influenced strategy and tactic formation.
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Placement. To be effective, leadership preparation programs must place the AIs in

an environment where they will feel confident. This research shed light on issues that

need to be addressed by school districts that have leadership preparation programs.

Capasso and Daresh (2001) pointed out that at least 500 colleges and universities offer

pre-service programs for aspiring school administrators.

AIs are assigned to three different schools during their first 2 years of clinical

practicum. These placements are random, with no regard for age, gender, ethnicity,

teaching background, or experience. The exploratory nature of this research indicated that

some AIs felt more confident at school assignments that were similar to their teaching

experiences (i.e., elementary schools for AIs with elementary teaching experience).

Accordingly, increased confidence levels gave the AIs more courage to interact and

influence members of formal and informal power groups at their assigned campus.

Leadership preparation programs should survey administrative interns to ascertain where

they would most like to practice their fieldwork. If they feel more comfortable at an

assigned school their confidence levels may increase.

As campus-level supervisors the AIs had an opportunity to participate in the

instructional process of a school. As assistant principals they were able to observe and

participate in the micropolitical process and to integrate fully into the school culture.

Hoyle (1986, p. 132) pointed out that the understanding of organizational politics

requires an analysis of power, coalitions, and bargaining. Placing the AIs in one school
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instead of three different schools where their confidence levels are more likely to increase

may also enhance their ability to analyze power, coalitions, and bargaining.

During their clinical practicum the eight fledgling administrators became aware of

the micropolitical environment that existed in a strange and highly charged socio-political

arena. The information collected from this study expands the knowledge base of

micropolitics in education because these new administrators just entered the realm of

administrative supervision, through which all experienced administrators have passed.

Their perspective may assist in the preparation of future school administrators in

negotiating through their clinical experiences, some of which may be in a totally different

socio-political environment than they are accustomed to or have experienced.

Preparation. School districts and universities are collaborating to produce

prepared leaders for the schools of the 21st century. By using clinical practicum in their

methodology, leadership preparation programs are exposing aspiring school

administrators to real-life school administrative leadership experiences.

The data gathered in this study also were intended to build on the theoretical

framework of educational supervision. The results of the research affect the

programmatic issues of school leadership preparation programs first by identifying socio-

political components participants exhibited during their clinical practicum and then by

bringing to light other pertinent issues. The majority of the educational supervision

pedagogy deals with curriculum, instruction, finance, leadership skills and not much on

the micropolitical perspective. These individuals were placed at their respective

campuses as assistant principals not principals, as discussed earlier their roles and
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responsibilities differ greatly. Leadership preparation coursework should strive to

emphasize the assistant principal’s point of view.

One of the pertinent issues was that of the position of assistant principal, the

position all AIs occupied during their clinical practicum. Marshall and Mitchell (1991)

described the position as the “entry-level” position in school administration. This entry-

level position contained enough legitimate authority to allow the holder great latitude in

observing firsthand leadership tactics used by other members of the organizational

hierarchy. This study revealed that leadership abilities did not always come with a formal

title; many members wielded it regardless of their formal status in the organization.

In analyzing their data, Marshall and Mitchell (1991) identified four domains of

site-level assumptive worlds for assistant principals: (a) the right and responsibility to

initiate, (b) acceptable and unacceptable values, (c) patterns of expected behavior, and (d)

school site conditions that affect political relationships. Marshall and Mitchell’s domains

provided a theoretical knowledge base for the identification and analysis of AI practices

during their clinical practicum.

Marshall and Mitchell (1991) pointed out that the majority of the theoretical

framework of administrative supervision is from the principal’s perspective. This study

contributes to the theoretical framework of administrative supervision but from an

assistant principal’s perspective—a perspective that has not been dealt with adequately in

the educational leadership theory realm. Leadership preparation programs should strive to

emphasize this perspective for aspiring school administrators.
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The title of “assistant principal” gave the AIs the formal authority to interact with

members of the school organization at a more personal level. The depth and breadth of

these interactions varied with each AI.

Blasé and Blasé (2002) argued,

Supervision, conceptually and practically speaking, is a function of a school’s
internal and external political dynamics. Its particular form reflects the values,
interests, preferences, assumptions, and strategic approaches of powerful
organizational stakeholders, individuals and groups, formal and informal, at a
given time. (p. 11)

Ultimately, the assistant principal is what Marshall and Mitchell (1991) described

as a “street-level bureaucrat” who deals with an amalgam of individuals and situations,

learns from the encounters, and moves on. By being at the crossroads of the

micropolitical process of their campus, AIs are able to create and use their own strategies

and tactics to infiltrate and create socio-political networks. The strategies and tactics that

AIs create also are used effectively to bridge socio-political gaps between administrator

and teacher and between teachers to maneuver through the micropolitical and educational

process of the school. The strategies and tactics highlighted in this research should be

further studied to assist in the preparation of future school administrators.
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Appendix A

Interview Guide

Research Questions

1. How do administrative interns (AIs) determine the formal and informal political power
groups and their relative influence within the school?

2. What perceptions of power did the administrative interns experience during their
clinical practicum?

3. What strategies and tactics do administrative interns use to cultivate alliances and
create networks within schools to achieve and fulfill their professional goals and
obligations?

Biographical Information

Code No. __________________ Gender _______________
Ethnicity __________________  Campus Level _________
Place ______________________  Time _________________

Professional Experience

Number of years teaching _____________

Number of years/months as an administrator _________________

Introduction of Interview

Discuss Consent Form

Please tell me about you educational background. Specifically:

Discuss your classroom teaching experience.
How long have you been a school administrator?
What schools have you been assigned to as a school administrator?
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In what leadership roles did you participate as a teacher?
What are your future career plans?

Research Question 1
Identifying Informal Power Groups (IPG)

Do you know what an IPG and a FPG are?
Can you tell me your idea of IPGs?
Are you aware of IPGs on your campus?
What are some of the IPGs?
What/who determines membership in the IPGs?
Are IPGs social?

•Political?
•Institutional (team mates, grade-level teachers, coaching staff)?

Who are the leaders of these groups?
Is the social hierarchy visibly apparent?
Can you describe that hierarchy for me?

10. Can you determine why the structure of the hierarchy is the way it is?
11. What influence do these IPGs have in the school?
12. How do these IPGs exert their influence?
13. Are you a member of an IPG?

Research Question 2
Influencing IPGs

1. In what capacity do you work with the IPGs?
2. How do you exert your influence on the IPGs?
3. Have you established a rapport with an IPG?
4. How did you establish that rapport?
5. What influence do you have over IPGs?

Research Question 3
Sources of Power

Formal Power Group (FPG)

Are you a member of a FPG?
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What FPG do you meet with during the day?
What is your role in these meetings?
Who is in charge in these meetings?
Is there a visible organizational hierarchy in these meetings?
Who determines the hierarchical order?
Are you part of this hierarchy or are you considered admin/management?
Is each member of the group an equal partner?
What specific tactic do you use to influence and work

Are any members of a FPG also part of an IPG?
Are the tactics and strategies different if the IPG is Social?

•Political
•Organizational

What are those strategies?
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